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ABSTRACT

This thesis is concerned with the unconstrained minimization of a

function of n variables, and, to a lesser extent, with the numerical

solution of systems of nonlinear equations.

The first chapter contains an account of the fundamental ideas and

theorems which are related to the subject of this thesis, and also gives a

brief description of some methods which historically precede quasi-Newton

methods, such as the method of steepest descent, Newton's method, the

conjugate direction methods, the contraction mapping method, and the

parameter variation method.

Newton's method, among the aforementioned methods, is considered the

most effective one. It is rapidly convergent, and is capable of handling

a variety of problems efficiently. But from a computational point of view,

Newton's method is expensive. The second chapter of this thesis demonstrates

how quasi-Newton methods are considered as an improvement of Newton's method

by being able to circumvent the difficulties which face Newton's method.

Also a general procedure for deriving quasi-Newton algorithms is described.

All methods generate a sequence of estimates which tend to the

solution of the problem. In general all the methods which precede quasi-

Newton methods employ information at the present stage, but quasi-Newton

methods employ information at the present stage, and at the stage

immediately previous to the present. In chapters 3 and 4 we will discuss

methods which employ information from previous stages. Such methods are

unified in one general scheme called "supermemory descent methods".

Numerical experience with members of this class of methods is reported and

compared with quasi-Newton methods.
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CHAPTER 1

FUNDAMENTALS AND EARLIER METHODS

§(1.0) Introduction

In this thesis we consider the problem of finding' unconstrained local

minima of a di f ferentiab le function f ; I Rn —♦R1 by quasi-Newton methods.

We consider also to a lesser extent the related problem of solving systems

of nonlinear equations of the form F(x) = 0, where F:Rn->-Rn is given,

also by quasi-Newton methods.

The thesis falls into two principal parts. In the first part

comprising chapters 1 and 2, some well-established methods for minimizing

f and for finding zeros of F are discussed. Chapter 1 contains a brief

account of the fundamental ideas and theorems which are used subsequently,

and also gives a review of some methods for unconstrained minimization and

the solution of systems of nonlinear equations which historically precede

quasi-Newton methods. Chapter 2 contains an account of quasi-Newton

methods. The second part of the thesis comprising chapters 3 and 4

contains a report of some original work consisting of an extension of the

method of Wolfe (1974) for unconstrained minimization.

§(1.1) Historical survey

In order to indicate how quasi-Newton methods for unconstrained

minimization and for the solution of systems of nonlinear equations arose,

we give a brief historical survey of some of the work which preceded the

development of quasi-Newton methods.

In 1847 Cauchy used the method of steepest descent for unconstrained

minimization, and it was subsequently used by Courant (1943), Curry (1944)

and others. The convergence of the method of steepest descent is

unacceptably slow and several attempts were made to improve on the method by,

among others, Forsythe and Motzkin (1951), Akaike (1959) , and Schinzinger

(1966).

A more rapidly convergent method for both unconstrained minimization
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and the solution of systems of nonlinear equations is Newton's method.

Unlike the method of steepest descent however, Newton's method requires

the evaluation of first and second derivatives of the function to be

minimized, and when used for the solution of systems of nonlinear equations,

it requires the evaluation of the Jacobian matrix. Newton's method is

therefore computationally expensive when it converges. This led

Levenberg (1944), Crockett and Chernoff (1955), Marquardt (1963) and others

to modify Newton's method in order to increase its efficiency as a method

for unconstrained minimization. The work of Barnes (1965) on the solution

of systems of nonlinear equations is historically important in that it

appears to be the first paper in which Newton's method is modified to

produce an essentially quasi-Newton method.

A different approach to unconstrained minimization was initiated by

the work of Hestenes and Stiefel (1952) on the solution of systems of linear

equations by conjugate direction methods. In particular Fletcher and

Reeves (1964) used the idea of Hestenes and Stiefel to construct a

conjugate gradient method for unconstrained minimization, and Powell (1964)

constructed a conjugate direction method for unconstrained minimization which

does not require the evaluation of derivatives of the objective function.

An important development with far reaching consequences for unconstrained

minimization and the solution of systems of nonlinear equations had, however,

taken place in 1959 with the advent of Davidon's paper on the variable

metric method of unconstrained minimization. This work may be said to be

the true source of the quasi-Newton methods. Davidon's method was

modified by Fletcher and Powell (1963) who showed that the modified form of

Davidon's method, the so-called Davidon-Fletcher-Powell method, is .also a

conjugate direction method.

Broyden (1965) showed that the Davidon -Fletcher-Powell method could

be regarded as a modification of Newton's method for finding zeros of the

gradient of the objective function and proposed a class of methods, which
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he called quasi-Newton methods, for the solution of general systems of

nonlinear equations. Since the appearance of Broyden's paper in 1965

many other quasi-Newton methods have been proposed, some of which will be

discussed subsequently.

A number of excellent reviews of unconstrained minimization and the

solution of systems of nonlinear equations have been written, in

particular, by Spang (1962), Powell (1966), Broyden (1970), Rosen (1966),

Zeleznik (1968), Fletcher (1969), Powell (1971), and Dixon (1973).

§(1.2) Fundamental Definitions and Theorems Related to Unconstrained

Minimization

We shall review here some basic definitions and theorems relevant to

unconstrained minimization. For more detail see Ortega and Rheinboldt

(1970).

Definition (1.1)
*

. . n i
A point x* 6 ,? > is a weak local minimum of a function f: R R , iff

there exists an open neighbourhood S of x* such that

f(*)^T(X*) ft/XcS). (1-1>

The point x* i-s a strong local minimum of f, iff the strict inequality .

holds in (1.1) (V x e S , x- ^ x*). The point x* is a global minimum

of f on some subset D of Rn which contain x* iff (1.1) holds in D.

Since the algorithms to be described here are able to find only local

minima, all kinds of minima will be referred to as minima. The term

minimum will mean weak minimum unless a statement is made to the contrary.

The process of finding a minimum of f is called minimization of f, and

the function f itself is called the objective function.

Local and global maxim a of f are defined in an analogous way, but

since the maximization of f is equivalent to the minimization of -f, we

restrict our work to the minimization problem.



Definition (1.2)
ri

, . , n i
A point x* € R is a critical point of f: R -»"-R , iff f is

G-differentiable at x*, and f' (x*) = 0, where f' denotes the first

G-derivative of f.
D

Thus x* is a critical point of f iff

(Vte. )>■■•; XfCxV-O; (1.2a)

or equivalently

(1.2b)

where g:Rn -*■ Rn is the gradient of f.

A critical point is. sometimes called a s tationary point. The relation

between the concept of a minimum and that of a critical point is given by

the following basic theorem.

Theorem (1.1)

If (i) f: Rn -+ R1 is G-dif ferentiable at x*j

not a minimum. In such a case x* is called a saddle point.

The second derivative of f, when it exists, can characterize the nature

of the critical point.

Theorem (1.2)

(ii) x* is a local minimum of f,

then

(1.3)

It is clear that a critical point is not necessarily a local minimum.

For example x* = o is a critical point of f (x) = x3 , (x e R), but it is

If (i) f: Rn R1 is twice G-dif ferentiable at x* )

(ii) f"(x*) is positive definite;

(iii) x* is a critical point of f;

then, x* is a strong local minimum of f.
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Conversely if (i) and (ii) hold and if also

(iv) x* as a l°cai minimum of f,

then, f"(x*) is positive semi-definite.^
It is clear that for f: Rn -*■ R1 , f" (x*) is positive definite (semi-

definite) iff the Hessian matrix A defined by

f\h(dLdj f(X)j (hj=b.. ■ j n)j (i.4)

is positive definite (semi-definite).

In T(l.l) we saw that finding a critical point of a function f is
• • • • TS • T

equivalent to finding a solution of the system g(x) = f 00 = 0, and

that the problem of determining a critical point of f is sometimes the

same as that of finding a minimum of f. Hence if g is the gradient of

a function f, then the problem of solving g(x) = 0 can sometimes be

replaced by the problem of minimizing f. To determine a class of equations

F(x) = 0, which can be solved in this manner, the following definition may

be used.

Definition (1.3)

The function F:. Rn -* Rn is a gradient mapping on R. iff there

exists a G-differentiable function f: Rn •* R1 , such that

F(oc)=f(x) (\Jx e Rn).o u-5)
We then have the following theorem, referred to by Ortega'and

Rheinboldt (1970) as the symmetry principle.

Theorem (1.3)

If a function F: Rn -* Rn, is continuously differentiable on R. ,

then F is a gradient mapping iff F'(x) is symmetric for
n

all x e R . p

From the gradient mapping F, we can construct f by means of the

formula
1

f(x)'f(x-x'°')TF(x'+t(X-x°'))clt■ u-6)
0
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The problem of solving a system of non-linear equations F(x) = 0

can always be converted into a minimization nroblem as follows.

Let h:Rn -> R1 be such that x = o is a unique global minimum of h.

For example, h (x) =11 x II , where 11.11 is some arbitrary norm on Rn; a special
D/ T Vj

case is the norm defined by II x A x) "where A is a symmetric

positive definite matrix. Let f: Rn -> R1 be defined by

■f(x) = h(F(X)) , (i.7)

If the system F (x) = 0 has a solution x* e f>n, ■ then x* is a global

minimum of f. If F(x) = 0 has no solution on ft" then x* i-s called

an h-minimal solution of F(x) =0. If h is taken to be the Euclidean

T V, n
norm, so that h (x) =(xx)'(x e R ), then an h-minimal solution is called a

least squares solution of the problem.

The concept of h-minimal solution can be extended to a mapping

F:Rn -* Rm. In this case h is a function on Rn. If n > m the

system of equations is called underdetermined, for the nunber of equations

is not enough to determine the solution. If n < m the system is called

overdetermined, for there are more equations to be satisfied than there

are variables.

Sufficient conditions to ensure that a critical point of f is also

a solution of F(x) = 0 are given in the following theorem.

Theorem (1.4)

Let h:Rn -*■ R1 be F-differentiable in Rn and have a unique critical

point at x = o. Let F: Rn -> Rn and define f: Rn -> R1 by (1.7).

Suppose that at x* e r" , F has a nonsingular G-derivative. Then x*

is a critical point of f iff F(x*) = o. r-
— — ""

—.

The concept of convexity is of special importance in optimization theory,

because in many cases, the convergence of a minimization algorithm can often

be proved for convex functions.

Definition (1.4)

A set DcRn is convex iff
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"Ax+n-A)yeD (yx^eD) (VAs(od)) (1.8)

Definition (1.5)

n i .

The function f: R ■> R is convex on the convex set Dc < iff

-fax+fl-A)aj4 %f(x)+(1-Vf(y> CVx.asDjVXoJ)),(1.9)
and f is strictly convex on D iff the strict inequality holds in (1.9)

whenever x f y.
-

" □
We then have the following important results.

Theorem (1.5)

n 1 -Z1
If f: R -> R is convex on the open convex set Dc ■<., then f is

continuous in D.
□

Theorem (1.6)

If f: R -»■ R is G-differentiable on a convex set DcR, then f is

convex in D iff

fix;a-x)4f(y)~f(£) (Vx^eD). a.io)

Moreover, f is strictly convex on D iff strict inequality holds in

(1.10), whenever x ^ y.
- *

q
Theorem (1.7)

n i 71
If f: R -»■ R , is G-differentiable on a convex set DcR, then f is

convex in D iff

ffa)-rcs))(d-x)^0 (VX,3eD), d.n)

and f is strictly convex in D iff strict inequality holds in (1.11).^_,
Theorem (1.8)

n i
If f: R -> R , is twice G-differentiable on the convex set DcR., then

f is convex on D iff f" (x) is positive semi-definite for all x e D.

Moreover, f is strictly convex on D if f"(x) is positive definite for
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all x € D*
q

Theorem (1.9)

If (i) f: Rn R1 , is convex;

(ii) x* is a local minimum of f on if ;

then, x* is a global minimum of f on R.
D

We can deduce from T(1.9) that if f is convex, and x* is a strong

local minimum of f, then this minimum is unique.

A very important concept in the work to be described, and in the

theory of unconstrained optimization in general is contained in the

following definition.

Definition (1.6)

The function f: RU -*■ R1 is a quadratic function of x iff

where c is a constant scalar, b is a constant (n x 1) vector, and A is

a constant symmetric (n x n) matrix.^
By T(1.2), f defined by (1.12) has a minimum if A is positive

definite.

The gradient g of f defined by (1.12) is given by

If A is positive definite then a necessary and sufficient condition

for x* to minimize f is

(1.12)

(1.13)

(1.14)

whence

(1.15)

From (1.13), if = gQ?^) (k > o), we have

(1.16)
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whcre

and

Aq(k) q(^> q (A)AJ -J j (1.17)

(A) (A-ti) (M
A X = X — X . (1.18)

Definition (1.7)

The set {p ^°\. . . ,p^ } (m < n) of (n x 1) vectors is A-con jugate

where A is an (n x n) matrix iff

/ (i j ijj = o3 • • • j m) .p (1,19)
/ \ / i \

If A is positive definite and {g ° ,... ,p } are A-conjugate, then
r (o) (n-1), , n
ip , ...,p > are linearly independent, and span R . See

v

Luenberger (1973).

In general the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization procedure can be used to

produce a set of n A-conjugate directions starting from any n linearly

independent vectors. See T(1.27).

Let (x ^}, where is given, be a sequence of vectors generated

from

(M (A) (A)^) //. MX =X + cC £ (^>0)} (1.20)

(k) . (k)where (g } is a sequence of A-conjugate vectors and a (k > o), is

defined by

O. f/0 (i) (-/H • P/ (k) ij.k) \-f(X + <* F ) = JTU/nf (X + (X f )j
c<

in which f is defined by (1.12).

From (1.20), (1.21) we deduce that

(1.21)

J( VA^0 (k^Q), (1.22)



Theorem (1.10)

The vectors P^°\..«>P ^ are A-conjugate iff

c(^VTP(L)
J L = 0 = (l. 23)

'a
Proof

Let be A-conjugate. Then, from (1.16), (1.17), (1.20)

k
QCi+!) Q(< + 1) (j) A K(J)3 -3 A A ( t = °-> 1j • • • sA-1 ). (1.24)

j = i+1

Post-multiplying both sides of the transpose of (1.24) by we find

qa+l)T (i) A ,j) tjlT (i)J £ = J f +Z-, <* P AP • (1.25)
J=i+f

By (1.22) and (1.19) we find that (1.23) is satisfied.

Conversely, if (1.23) is satisfied, then

A3ferpci)=o (<-0,1 /UA<n). (1.26)

Hence, by (1.16), (1.20),

pa,TA P<c, = o (o = o,i,.. .

D
We denote the subspace of R spanned by the independent vectors

(p^°\...,£^ by S(k). Then we have the following definition.

Definition (1.8)

The k dimensional linear variety x^ + S is defined by

xm+Jw£{X|JC-Xw+£ olY'o<<!e£a-o,• •., At)}. a.27)
i-o O

Sometimes the linear variety x^°^ + S is referred to as the

k-dimensional hyperplane spanned by (g^ ,. . . ,g } and passing

through x(o).
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Theorem (1.11)

If the iteration given by (1.20), (1.21) is applied to the function f

(k)defined by (1.12), then x is a minimum of f on the linear variety
(0) ) (k) , m (k)

x ' + S iff g is orthogonal to the k-dimensional subspace S .
~ - Li

For a proof see Pearson (1969).

Theorem (1.12)

If p^°^,...,p^n ^ are n A-conjugate vectors, and the iteration

given by (1.20), (1.21) is applied to the function f defined by (1.12),

then x(k) minimizes f on the linear variety + Moreover

x(m) is the minimum of f on Rn, for some m < n.

a
The first part of T(1.12) is a result of T(1.10), TCI.11). The second

part is clear by noticing that is a minimum of f on xv°^ + S^ .

Theorem (1.13)

If (i) x^ e rT1 ^-s arbitrary;

(ii) x^k^ (k = o,...,n-l) are generated by using (1.20), (1.21),
(k)with p (k = o,...,n-l) generated by using

a**
I - 'J j (1.28)

AM AM ck) (A)
_L = ~ J + PS (j n-2,)j (1.29)

where

6<*>_ _'

Ijmrjur) J d-30)
(iii) f is given by (1.12),

(k)
then g , (k = o,...,n-l) are A-conjugate. ^ ^
Proof

We have from (iii),

Ada'=«aif\p("
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By (ii)

.iri5("T(3(,J-3wj-<,5Wb (i.3i)ol'" - - -

Now by virtue of the line search

nfflTj'l q(HTq<°)
•J P =~3 2 =0,

and by (ii)

/0;,3fo}T3(o)= J(vTJ(1)

FW- o.

(o) (1) .So P>£ ara A-conjugate.

Suppose that p^°\...,g^m^ are A-conjugate for some m < n-1. Then

for i = o,...,m-l

p«)T p(" + <)= p(i)Tfl (_^r"*U +^ p'ml j
— _ f=>^^Tft

= --Lb(3c£*vfn*'L3(i>T3(n'*") • ft-32>

But

,(^)T (m + 1)

Hence

(k)T rm-hi) (£-f) (A-l)TI lm+1 t-t-U (A-1T fry, t-1) Ik Ir
5 J =r /3 f>{* +

= 0 a= 1, . . (LyT(1-1o))j
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and

rvw+1,=-/v™+,)- (hTtim.

So

oCAJT m + 1)
J J = 0 U= 0j . • • ; Vrtj ,

Hence by (1.32) and (1.33)

(1.33)

'

(L)T (»»+fJ
f3 /IP = 0 (i =0j.. . J yn-1) . C1-34)

Finally

since

= _/="")T/) ^y™'T/) f- /m,+ />

, , (m)
= (q(™+1)- J(rri))T3' +1)_ JL. (g(y"})Tq(7yl)

— — — (w) — — ' J<*■ 0C -

1 / n('r"-*-VT (nm + 1) (y») (w) T (m)
(m) — _ r J <J ) j

od — ~

by (1.32) g^m^T g^m+1^ = o, and by (ii),

(135)

Hence

Mt . (/)
f f\3 = 0 Irj j = 0; t . ^ ^ m +1) . (1.36)

(k)
So by induction, p , (k = o,...,n-l) are A-conjugate.

□
Definition (1.9)

(k) (k) . . . .

If x + S and y + S are two k-dimensional linear varieties,

then x + and ^ are parallel iff x + S and ^ ^
are disjoint, p
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Theorem (1.14)

(k) (k)
If (i) x + S and y + S are k-dimensional parallel linear

varieties generated by the independent vectors

(o) (k-1).

(ii) f is defined by (1.12);

(iii) z(1) and are minima of f in x + S^ and y +

respectively;
(2) (1) • „ ' (o) (k-1)then, z - z is conjugate to p ,. .. ,p

Proof

By T(l.ll) we have

,, (&). j- (I) q (1) (i)i'r=3i£")pM.o li.o.i (1.37)

Hence

(i)
(9(z )-S(zm))pa)=0 a = o,i,. • J.

By (1.16)

(Z(2)-Z(1))T/\ p(i) = o (L = o,1,- • ■> i-\)

(1.38)

(1.39)
D

Definition (1.10)

A method for function minimization is quadratically convergent iff

it is capable of minimizing a strictly convex quadratic function in n steps

at mos t._
□

Definition (1.11)

(k )
A sequence (x } in a normed linear space X converges superlinearly

to x* e x

(A+1) ^ Ij
X - X

\\xW-x* II 'D
Definition (1.12)

= 0
. (1.40)

(k)
A sequence (x } in a normed linear space X converges to x* e X



with order of convergence p iff 3 K > 0 such that

(1.41)

where K is a constant independent of k.
□

§(1.3) Some Methods for Unconstrained Minimization

In this section we give a brief description of some methods for

unconstrained minimization, excluding quasi-Newton methods which will be

considered subsequently.

All methods considered in this chapter are descent methods of the form

given in the following algorithm.

Algorithm (1.1)

Given an initial estimate of a minimum x* of f.

1. Set k = o.

2. Compute x^+^^ from

(1.42)

where

f(xww
- <X ~" (1.43)

and

(1.44)

3. Set k = k+1 and go to 2.

(k)Condition (1.44) ensures that a positive value of a exists such

that the descent property

(1.45)

is satisfied.
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(k)
Different methods are obtained by making various choices of g

We consider here the following methods.

1. Steepest Descent

The method of steepest descent is the oldest in the history of function

minimization. It was used for the first time by Cauchy (1847), and since

then many others used it (Levenberg (1943), Curry (1544), Booth (1957), etc..),

The search direction p in this method is chosen to be the negative

gradient -g. It is clear that this choice produces the fastest local

decrease in the objective function f(x).
(k)

The Taylor expansion of f(x) in a neighbourhood of x is given

by

f(xw+p) = f(xa))+£Tg(k'+±pTp{k,f + o (II ■ (1.46)

The significance of the previous choice of search is that it minimizes the
T (k)first variation p g subject to the constraint

_^T/5 = C, (1-47)
where c is a constant (Murray (1972)).

Steepest descent converges to a stationary point under weak conditions

on the function f (Curry (1944)). However, the method is slowly

convergent in general. Forsythe and Motzkin (1951) noticed that the points

predicted by the steepest descent algorithm tend to alternate between two

straight lines, so they incorporated acceleration searches along these

directions. Akaike (1959) proved a conjecture of Forsythe and Motzkin on

the ultimate nature of convergence of this method for a positive definite

quadratic form, namely that the directions generated by the method are

ultimately asymptotic to two directions, so that eventually the minimum is

approached in a two dimensional subspace; this accounts for the slow

convergence of the method. Booth (1957) suggested that an incomplete step

be taken in the search direction. This ensures that the directions of



successive steps are less likely to oscillate when a steep-sided valley is

encountered. This suggestion is reported to have achieved some remarkable

success, which is to be expected from Akaike's analysis of the ultimate

nature of convergence. Schinzinger (1966) suggested that after each

sequence of n steepest descent searches a step in the resultant direction

be taken.

No modification to steepest descent was satisfactory, and it became

clear that a good method would have the characteristic of generating a

set of linearly independent search directions, which is the case for the

class of methods based on the use of conjugate directions for a convex

quadratic function.

2. New ton's Method

The search direction for Newton's method is given by the equation

p<A, = -/l(/:H30U (i.48)

(k)where A is the Hessian matrix of the objective function f evaluated

(k) . . (k) . . . . (k)T (k)
at x . This choice of £ minimizes the first variation p g

of f subject to the constraint

| pl^\ = p(,k)T^ C j (1.49)
- f\ -

where c is a constant.

(k)Relation (1.49) is meaningful provided that A is positive definite

if the norm II .11^ is used. When A varies from one point to another but
is still positive definite the metric is variable, and Newton's method is

said to be a variable metric method. Using equations (1.42), (1.48), (1.14),

(1.15) we deduce that Newton's method is capable of minimizing a convex

quadratic function in one step with a - 1. Thus Newton's method works

very well near a minimum where the function is approximately quadratic.

For general functions, Newton's search direction given in (1.48) is

not the steepest direction because the Hessian A is not necessarily positive
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definite so that is not an admissible norm of g~. * It
(k)follows that a is not necessarily positive (Murray (1972)).

Newton's method has ultimate second order convergence; that is for

x* sufficiently close to x*»

'

a.-,

where K is a positive finite nunfoer. See (Ortega and Rheinboldt (1970),

p.184).

Newton's method is very efficient in handling a variety of problems,

but has the disadvantage of being laborious from a computational point of

view, because of the necessity of evaluating the second partial derivatives

of f.

3. Conjugate Direction Methods

Conjugate direction methods were originated by Hestenes and Stiefel

(1952). Two methods based on conjugate direction are considered here,

namely the methods of Fletcher and Reeves (1964) and of Powell (1964).

(i) The Method of Fletcher and Reeves (FR)

(k)
The search direction g for the (FR) method is given by

b(0) Q (o;P ~ -J J (1.51a)

Q(k) T a(A) . ^
Jk) <?(*) 3 3 b(k-l)P = - j -h—(i.5ib)

By T(1.13), T(1.12) the FR method is quadratically convergent. We have

the following algorithm? viktic.ll includes 3reset.t;iTlO,
Algorithm (1.2)

Given an initial estimate x^°^ of a minimum x* of f.

1. Compute from

f = 3(x).



2. Set k = o.

3. Set p(o)=-g(o).
. (k) (k+1) ,4. Compute a , x from

rv vc^) -wt * /v ^ ^ (£j-|-(x -j-oi P ) ~ f i x -f o4 Z3 )-

c< — '

X(A+" = x^WV.
r P , (k+1) , (k+1) V5. Compute g = g(x ).

6. Set k = k+1.

7. If k = n, set x^°^ = x = g^ and go to 2; otherwise go to 8.

8. Set

(k+1 )T (k+1)
= S ~

«i <w

9. Set E(k+1) - -s(k+1) ♦ 6(k)E(k); and go to 4

(ii) Powell's Method Without Derivatives

Smith (1962) was the first to suggest the use of the property of

parallel spaces given in 1(1.14) to obtain conjugacy, and devised a method

capable of minimizing a convex quadratic function in n steps. No

derivatives were needed.

Unfortunately difficulties arise when applying the method iteratively

to general functions of many variables, (Fletcher (1965), Box (1966)).

The method of Smith will not be discussed here, but a more elaborate method

of using the parallel subspace property will be described, namely the method

of Powell (1964).

Algorithm (1.3)

Given an initial estimate a rainimum x* of f.

1. For k = 0,l,...,n-l, calculate to minimize f(x^) +

and set x(kkl) - x(k) ♦

2. For k = 0,1,...,n-2 replace g^ by an<3 replace g^n ^
, (n) (o)
by x - x

3. Choose a to minimize f(x^n^ + a(x^n^ ~ replace ^y
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x^°^ + a(x^n^ - x^°^)> an^ start the next iteration from 1.
—

COIn practice, it is found that for some problems the set (g }

tends to become linearly dependent, so Powell modified his algorithm
(k )omitting step (2) when {g } tends to become dependent, but this

modification although circumventing the difficulty, deprives the method of

its quadratic convergence.

Fletcher (1965) and Box (1966) compared this method with other methods

which use only function values, such as the methods of (Smith (1962), Nelder

and Mead (1965), Davies, Swann and Campey (1965)). This comparison

confirmed that Powell's method is more efficient than the method of Smith,

and of Davies, Swann and Campey. For a large number of variables Powell's

method is more efficient than the simplex method of Kelder and Mead.

However, Zangwill (1967) posed a counter example showing that the original

algorithm of Powell does not converge to a minimum of a strictly convex

quadratic function in any nunber of iterations. He also developed a method

in which step (2) is retained, and quadratic convergence preserved, and

proved that the method converges to the minimum of a strictly convex function

provided an exact line search is performed. No numerical experiments were,

however performed by Zangwill.

§(1.4) Line Search Procedures

(k)
Essentially the line search is the estimation of the value of a

which minimizes the objective function f(x) along the straight line

x = _x<k> + ag^k\ so that

// .M
(1.52)

where

(1.53)

In general, <j>' (a) = 0 is a nonlinear equation which cannot be solved
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(k)
analytically. Hence a must be determined numerically. The methods

(k)which are used in practice for estimating a are based upon fitting <f>

at a nunber of points with a polynomial 0 of degree 2 or 3 and determining

the minimum of the polynomial analytically. The point obtained replaces

one of the points at which the polynomial is fitted to <j>, and the procedure
0

a

.00

(k)is repeated. In this case a sequence of estimates of a is obtained

which under very general conditions will converge to a

The polynomial of degree 2 which interpolates <)> at ap' a2' a3
0(a) where

x V1 a. TT ( ^ ~~ ^$(°0-2- 0/ 'I * (1.54)
6=1 k (o(, _oC;)

A+i

By evaluating §'(a) and setting <£' (a) = 0, we find

z (oti-ocj) 0, -otij (Pz+(di-cLi)fa

Now, (1.55) gives a turning point of the interpolating polynomial of degree

2 which interpolates at , a^, If aq < a2 < a3 an<^
<j)^ 5s <j>2 ^ <f>2> then a must lie between and a^ and must be a minimum
of 0. Let a. computed from (1.55) be called a^, and let 4>^ = <j> (a^).
The new set of interpolating points (a^, a2, a^) is selected so that

CoT,, oTi ,a3) = dH,<xz), 1$ 0, > ^ <j>2 J

C 5] , 'ojj (j)z ^ <pH ^ (j)? ;
C , ^2 J ) = (^<1j C $2 j
( C*, j &~2 j 04yj = 7 4^2 > •

It can be shown (Luenberger (1973)) that if we proceed in this manner we

(k)obtain convergence for any three initial estimates of a fQr which

<
a2 < a^ and <j>^ 5s <j>2 ^ <t>g> f°r a function (j> which has only one

minimum.
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To obtain a^, a^, initially we could proceed as follows.
Compute <f> = cf> (2^h) (k =ql ,2,3,...) where h is given until a value k isiv

obtained such that ^-1 < ^k* ^en we could take

L-i. k~\.
t k\

o(j = 2 A , o(2-2 h J ck3~ 2 h. (1.56)

We note that the procedure does not require the evaluation of any

derivatives of <J>(°0 and so could be used in conjunction with those methods

for unconstrained minimization which do not require the evaluation of

derivatives, and in certain methods for the solution of systems of nonlinear

equations.

The majority of unconstrained minimization methods require the

computation of the gradient of f. The first derivative <J># (a) of <|>(a)

defined by (1.53) is given by

VA' • (1.57)

Thus 4>(a) and <pf (a) are computable for any a. In particular

.
, r(M<P(°1 =r i (1.58a)

and

0 (°) -3 3 (£°) s (1.58b)

which are already available.

The cubic search technique was proposed by Davidon (1959) and also

used by Fletcher and Powell (1963), and Fletcher and Reeves (1964). The

calculation is in three stages:

(k)
(i) estimation of the order of magnitude of a. ;

(k)
(ii) establishment of bounds on a ;

(k)(iii) cubic interpolation to estimate the value of a

(i) We choose a unit for a which corresponds to a displacement along
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(k)
2 °f unit length in the x-space. Let f be the estimated value of

f(x*). If x* lies on the line x^^ = + a£ , and if

f is a quadratic function of x, then it can be shown that

* -2(fU>'fe)fj* _ — , (1.59)^

^(i)T Cj(A)
where a* is clearly the value of a which corresponds to the minimum x*-

In fact the unconstrained minimum x* will not lie on the line

x = x^ + in general, so that (1.59) will tend to overestimate
(k)

a We therefore follow Fletcher and Reeves in making a tentative step

length h given by

fi = s (o<S</l/(pajr£U))'2) J,

h - 1/( /» (^jTp(k-]) * (otkm^ise)'

(1.60a)

(1.60b)

where

/ r^ c \

„ -i(f-h)
uPFjur■ (1-61)

In some cases there is an expected value for a. For instance, in
(k) (k)the method of Fletcher and Powell, it is known that as x -> x*, a -> 1,

so they take

(i=J (°HS<1/(£a,Tpa>)$),
ll ( IWWWWtJ ,

(1.62a)

(1.62b)

(ii) In the second stage, <J>'(a) is examined at a = o ,h ,2h ,4h,. . . ,a ,b ,

where a is doubled each time and where b is the first of these values

at which either <J>'(a) ^ 0 or cj) (b) ^ <j>(a). It then follows that

(k)
a < a < b .
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(iii) The third stage uses cubic interpolation given by Davidon (1959).

If

7 = 3 ($(&) $(b)) + + 0/^j ^

(b-x)

<*? = (z2 _ 0>'{a) b)) 2;

(k)
then the estimate c of a is given by

-f. UrtU+tr-z)
(0Uj- <t>'m+2U)

(1.6 3a)

(1.63b)

(1.64)

See appendix (1) .

If neither cj> (a.) nor <f> (b) is less than cf> (c) then c is accepted

(k) . . , . . .
as a final estimate of a . Otherwise according as cj> (c) is positive

or negative the interpolation is repeated over the subinterval (a,c) or

(c,b) respectively.

A single application of the interpolation formula produces the exact

(k)value of a. in the limit as f (x) becomes quadratic near x*.

Increased accuracy in the general case is obtained only at the cost of

further evaluations of f(x) and g(x). As the only region where the

interpolation is likely to be inaccurate is that remote from x* > it i-s

uneconomic to require high accuracy in this region. Numerical tests have

shown that no significant reduction in the number of iterations when using

the FR method can be achieved by using higher accuracy interpolation. From

the point of view of stability, however, what must be done is to ensure

(k)that the values of f(x ) do form a decreasing sequence; hence the

provision for repeating the interpolation over small intervals. A flow

diagram for the line search procedure is given in appendix (1) as well.

§(1.5) Fundamental Definitions and Theorems Related to the Solution of

Systems of Nonlinear Equations

Definition (1.13)

Let P: Rn -> Rn be given, then x* e is a fixed point of P iff
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**'?(£). (1.65)
a

Hence, finding a fixed point of a function P is equivalent to

solving (1.65).

Given an initial point x^° and a mapping P: Rn -* Rn, let the
(k)

sequence {x } be defined by

xlA*n = P (*<k>) (1.66)

Then we have the following theorem

Theorem (1.15)

• n n • ^
If (i) P: R -> R is continuous on R;

(k )
(ii) The sequence (x } defined by (1.66) converges for some

(o) n
x in R to a point x*,

(V

then, x* is a fixed point of P on K. .

Q
Definition (1.14)

A function P: Rn ^ Rn, is a contraction mapping on the closed ball

B(x^°\ r) , iff there exists a number 0 < a < 1 (called the contraction

factor) such that

IJP(X)-P(2)lk<*llx-2K (Vx^eB^'Vj). (i.67)
□

It follows from D (1.1.4) that P is continuous on B(x °\ r). We

also have the following theorem.

Theorem (1.16)

If (i) {x(k)} is a sequence defined by (1.66) in which P: Rn Rn
is a continuous mapping;

(ii) x(k) e B(x(o), r) (Vk > 0) ;

(iii) {x^k^} is convergent to x* in B(x^°^, r) ,

then, x* is a fixed point of P in

The question of existence, and uniqueness of a fixed point of a
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(k)contraction mapping and of the convergence rate of the sequence (x }

generated by (1.66) are answered in the following theorem.

Theorem (1.17)

Let P: Rn -*■ Rn, be a contraction mapping on B(x^°\ r) where,

and a is the contraction factor. Then

(i) P has a fixed point x* in B(x^°^, r);
(ii) x* is unique;

(k)(iii) {x } converges to x*;

(iv) II x^ - x*|| < ak r( k > o). (1.68)

□

For proofs of T(1.15), T(1.16) and T(1.17), see Rail (1969).

Le t

F(0C) = ° J (1-69)

be a system of n nonlinear equations, where F: Rn -*■ Rn is twice r-

differentiable on .

Definition (1.15)

T£ /-\ (°) • • • ^ • d"If (l) x is a given point m x ;

(ii) {x(k)} is a sequence in rP, given by

x^+1 = E(*(a))] V(x(A)j (k = o, J,2,...), (i.70)

(k) .
then {x } is called the Newton's sequence corresponding to the point

x(0) and the mapping F.

If F'(x^) is singular for some k, and F(x ^ 0, then we call

the finite sequence {x^ ,.. . ,x^ } obtained in this case divergent owing
(k)

to inversion failure at the kth step. On the other hand, if F(x ) - 0
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(whether or not F; (x^^) is invertible) and F(xUU/') ^ 0. for any

(k)
m < k, then x* = x is a solution of (1.69), and the sequence is said

to converge to x* at kth step.

If F and F; are defined on the entire space Rn, then {x^^}
will be an infinite sequence if neither of the two possibilities discussed

above is met. Assume that the infinite Newton sequence converges to x*;

that is

.(m).

* /. (A)X = /vt-vw X •

k->°°
(1.71)

The three following theorems proved in Rail (1969) give the sufficient

conditions for x* to a solution of (1.69).

Theorem (1.18)

If _F' is continuous at x = x*, then

F(X*)=rO.
□

Theorem (1.19)

If

Fcx)|kc,

(k)in some closed ball which contains {x }, and c is finite number, then

25* is a solution of (1.69).

Theorem (1.20)

If

□

\f'U)\\<K, (K is finite number).

in some closed ball B(x^°\ r) , r > o, which contains {x then x*

is a solution of (1.69). j-j

Under the hypotheses of the foregoing theorems the convergence of the
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(k)
Newton sequence {x ) implies the existence of a solution x = x* of

(1.69). Thus if the existence and convergence of the Newton sequence can

be established, then we can assure ourselves that (1.69) has a solution.

The following theorem by Kantorovic gives not only sufficient

conditions for the existence of x* but also information concerning the

regions of existence and uniqueness of x* and an error bound for the term

(k)
x of the Newton sequence as an approximation to x**

(o) u . . -i 4— rt ^ /-I n n r* i iiy* 4*h n J L1 ^ f (o).Let x be a given point, and assume that [F' (x )]-1 exists.

Hence

-y(1J ^(0) rr^(0M'V-^(^X -It (* )} ). (1.74)

Let U , n be two constants such that
o o

II ( p'cx II < U0 , (1-75)

II XW-X°" II £ \. (1.76)

Theorem (1.21)

If (i) II F" (x) II < K (V x e B (x(o), r)); (1.77)

(ii) h = U n K < (1.78)
o o o

1 - /I - 2 h

(iii) r>r = r % ; (1.79)
o ho

o

then, the Newton sequence (1.70) starting from x , will converge to a

solution of (1.69) which exists in B(x , r). ^

Theorem (1.22)

If the conditions of T(1.21) are satisfied, then

|| %* - II ^ "4-: (1.80)
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Theorem (1.23)

If (i) h < i; (1.81)

1 + v'l - 2 h

(ii) r = ^ n ; (1.82)
o

(iii) II F" (x) II < K (V x e B (x(o), r)), (1.83)

then (1.69) has a solution x* which is unique in B(x^°^, r). ^
Theorem (1.24)

If the hypotheses of T(1.21) are satisfied and hQ = |, then there
exists a unique solution x* °f (1-89) in the closed ball

B(x(o), r(°>) -i(K(o), 2„<o)>. Q

For proofs of T(1.21), T(1.22), T(1.23) and T(1.24), see Rail (1969).

Theorem (1.25)

If L:Rn -* Rn is a nonsingular linear mapping and P :Rn -> Rn
satisfies

I px - P y I <* II*-VII

in which a < II A 1 II 1 , then F = L - P is homeomorphism from Rn onto

Rn •

n

For proof see Ortega and Rheinboldt (1970), p.123.

Definition (1.16)

An algorithm for solving a system of n equations in n unknowns

has the property of linear termination if it solves a linear system with

a positive definite symmetric matrix within n steps, j-j

Let

j\ X = k. (1-84)

be a system of n linear equations in n unknowns, in which A is a

positive definite synmieLiic matrix.
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Theorem (1.26)

If (i) {g ^°\ .. . ,p ^ } is a set of A-conjugate vectors;

(ii) x* = A_1b is the solution of (1.84);

then

-t k
X = > p <1-85)

Proof.

Since A is positive definite, the vectors g^°\...,g^n ^ are
n

linearly independent, and span R . Hence

x-f ocwp(M (1-86)
~

i'O ~ '

where cP°^,...,cPn ^ are n constants to be determined. From (i), (ii)

and (1. 86) ,

fa'T/\ x* = p(A'Tb= (1.87)

Hence,

(k) p(k)Tb
OC =r ±— . (1.88)

P%P(^
So

* y1 £iA)T k pt -
^ 777 P .. (1.89)

□

If x* = A_1b, then by (1.89)

* r pMi>a>r L
- = l— nj)r~K a> - ' (1-90)
^ t %t

This relation is true for any b. From hypothesis (ii) in T(1.26) and

(1.90) , we have
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A-',£ /V/;TJ£)Ta (A)
(1.91)

£=f P1*"A f
Let Ax*^ = 2^P From (1.16), (1.91) we find

n-f
n (A) (k)T1 r— &X AX

A - / —77 — • (1-92)L— a X A ? ^
A»1 ~ -

Theorem (1.27) (Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization procedure).

If {F^°^ ,... ,F is a set of n linearly independent vectors,

then a set (pf°^,...,g^ } of A-conjugate vectors can be constructed

by means of the following formulae.

p(0) _f=(0) (1.9 3a)

l (k + l)T r£)
,6M (k+i) X F A P Xrr x y p (04u n-2) a.93b)

- L k p <*>'
Proof.

Let P^°^ = F^°\ and choose as a linear corrbination of F^
3 (o) ,and p ; that is

r=PVV-.

The vector will be A-conjugafe to if

Hence

k1' _ E(1)74
rrAPw

Having selected g^0\...,p^^ we can choose £^C+"^ Qf form

rvA+,)+P/rv^
t = 0
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which will conjugate to p (i ^ k) if

a+); _0W)T . K"->
j8. r'A F (1.94)

(i)T qjP A f

§(1.6) Some Methods for the Solution of Systems of Nonlinear Equations

In this section we give a brief description of some methods for

solving a system of equations of the form

h(X)=o , (1.95)

where F:DcRn -* Rn is given.

1. Contraction Mapping Method

In order to express (1.95) as a fixed point problem, define a mapping

P :DcRn -> Rn by

P(x)=x +F(x) (xeC), a-96)

It is clear that finding a fixed point of the mapping P defined by (1.96)

is equivalent to solving (1.95). Another way of formulating (1.95) as a

fixed point problem is to consider the mapping G:Rn -> Rn such that

Q- (X) =o X=0y (1.97)

and to define P by

P(X) = X + G (1.98)

(k)
Having formulated (1.95) as a fixed point problem, the sequence {x }

is generated from

=P(XU>) (1-99)

where x^ e Rn is given.
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(k)
If the hypotheses of T(1.17) are satisfied, {x ] converges to a fixed

point x* °f 2 which is the solution of the system (1.95). The

convergence of (1.99) depends on the initial estimate x^°^> an<^ on tke way

in which the contraction mapping is defined. For further detail see

Rail (1969).

Although evaluation of F only is required^the convergence rate of
the contraction mapping method is linear by T(1.17). Also a sufficiently

close initial estimate of the fixed point x* is necessary for convergence.

2. Newton's Method

In Newton's method the system (1.95) is replaced by a linear system

L(X)=^J (1.100)

where (1.100) approximates (1.95) is some sense. If F is twice

differentiable on D, then by the Taylor expansion

F(x) = F(x(A)) xF/(xa)c^--^k))^R(xJ(x-x(A)))j d.ioi)

where II R(x, (x-x^^)) || = 0( II x~xII2). For x = x* , (T.101) can be

written in the form

F(XA) + F(XA') Ix*-2rt>) = -B((i.io2)
If x as sufficiently close to x* , it is reasonable tc assume that the

quantity on the right hand side can be neglected. Hence an approximation
(k+1) . .

x to x* is given by

(A) / (A) (XD
Rx ; +Rx )(x -x (1.103)

where

/ t

F (X? \) - (!$j Fl(X ) ) } ( I j ) - 1j ' - ■ j 71).
If F'(x^^) is nonsingular equation (1.100) has a unique solution x^4"^
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By equation (1.102) this solution is expected to be a good approximation

to x* with

_ (U1) n , U+i) (A),h(x )^R(x Ax -x ))- (1<104)

Clearly, in this case,

i r C (A)L - F ( X ^ (1.105)

W (4) f_/ (A) r-J = * F(x j-Rx J. (1.106)

(k)
If F (x ) is nonsingular (Vk ^ 0), then Newton's iteration is

given by

xU+1) =xU)-[F(xU})] ][(xk)) o.i • • . ) (1.107)

Another form of (1.107) is

' U) U) r- f (!) . .h(X )AX = -F(X ) (j£=o,u... ). (1.108)

Thus we must solve n linear equations at each iteration.

Newton's method enjoys second order convergence in some neighbourhood

of the minimum. This advantage makes Newton's method a focal point in the

study of iteration methods for nonlinear equations. On the other hand,

the necessity of computing the inveTse Jacobian at each iteration makes it

computationally laborious .

3. Parameter Variation Methods

The content of T(1.25) is that the linear homeomorphism L may be

perturbed by a nonlinear mapping P provided that P is suitably small.

Let F:DcRn -s- Rm be given and suppose that the equation

yyj

) (1.109)

has a solution x*. Then, three questions arise immediately. Firstly,
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is x* an isolated solution, that is, is there a neighbourhood of x*

which contains no other solutions of (1.109)? This question is answered

affirmatively if F is one-to-one in a neighbourhood of x*. Secondly,

if X is changed by a small amount, will (1.109) still have a solution?

This is indeed the case if F(D) contains an open neighbourhood of X.

Finally, does the solution of the perturbed equation vary continuously with

X? This is true also, if F is a local homeomorphism.

The more general situation corresponds to the case in which F is a

function of two vector variables and the equation F(x,X) =0 (X e R™) is

known to have a solution f°r ^ = 1^°^- Then we may ask whether

this equation also has solutions when X = X^ is close to X^, and, if

so, what is the behaviour of the corresponding x as a function of X?

These questions are considered in Ortega and Rheinboldt (1970), chapter 5.

Davidenko (1953) was the first to suggest that if the solution of the

equation

F(x}]\)=o } ) d.iio)

is known for X = X^°^ and is required for X = X ^ , then moving X

incrementally from X^°^ to X produces a sequence of intermediate

problems, each with the virtue that it has a good initial estimate of its

solution, namely the solution of the preceding problem. Differentiating

(1.110) with respect to X^ we find

= °('<■-V-.,™), <1. ill)

where ,9.x, , 9.F are the partial derivatives of x, F respectively with
X r— X i- -

respect to X^, and where J(x,X) is the (n x n) matrix
( 9 F. (x, X) ) > (j j i ~ 1»• • • >n) . Solving (1.111)'for ^.x we obtainX X/ J A 1

- - J" (Xj^l^-Fcx ( i= (1.112)
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which represent n.m first order differential equations. (1.112) can be

written in the more compact form

/ -1 /
(1.113)

where

— X. ~ — } — ; * ' ' ^ ) (1.114)

and

E'Ti^F f ' * (1.115)

When implementing the method on the computer, we require algorithms

which will obtain the zeros of the intermediate problems. The first

approach is suggested by the operator equation (1.113). The Jacobian

matrix must be available. Another distinct approach utilizes any of the

available iteration methods for the solution of the intermediate problems.

Freudenstien and Roth (1963), and Diest and Sefor (1967) employed Newton's

method in order to solve the sequence of intermediate problems; Broyden

(1969) used quasi-Newton methods (namely Broyden's (1965) method) for the

same purpose. If Newton's method is employed, then iteration k of the

intermediate problem i can be written in the following way

(i,k) -j-(ijA) 1 r, (L,k)AX =-J MX j A ) (1.116)

Broyden (1969) suggested a practical way to implement Davidenko's idea

by constructing an auxiliary function G(x,A) with A e R1 , such that

F ( ) 0) ~ f~ (X ) y (1.117a)

and

G( % J V - £ (1.117b)
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has an obvious solution.

If x(o) is an initial estimate of a solution of (1.95), then

&( 2- == F(x) — AF( xl0))) (1.118)

satisfies (1.117). If x is a solution of

G(*,2) > (1.119)

then x is a function of X. We refer to the curve in Rn with para¬

metric equation x = x(^) as a Davidenko path. Let G(x,X) be defined

by (1.118). If we differentiate (1.119) with respect to X we obtain

The matrix J in (1.121) is purely the Jacobian matrix of F(x). Thus

the direction of the Davidenko path in this case is the direction of the

corresponding Newton step. The Davidenko path exists if the inverse

Jacobian J-1 exists at all points of the path; that is if F is a local

homeomorphism at each point of the path.

Meyer (1967) gave another form of an auxialiary function in which

(1.120)

From (1.118), (1.119), (1.120) we have

/
(1.121)

,-X) = 2( X-X(0)) + n-2) F {x) > (1.122)

where x^°^ *-s some estimate of the root of (1.95).

in this case is given by

The Davidenko path

x^=^[(i-^T(x,x)+xi]'1F&, (1.123)

where I is the (n x n) unit matrix. The direction of this path varies
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between the steepest descent (if F were a gradient mapping) at A = 1

to the Newton direction as A approaches zero. Since steepest descent

works well far from the solution, it might be conjectured that (1.122)

would produce better results than (1.118). No numerical evidence is

available, however.

4. Conjugate Direction Methods

Consider the system of n linear equations in n unknowns

F(x) = t-A^j - 2. J (i.i24)

(k)
where A is positive definite symmetric (n x n) matrix. Let F

(k) i
denote the residual vector b - Ax . If n ^-conjugate vectors

£,...,p^ are available, then by T(1.26) the solution of (1.129) is

given by (1.85). The conjugate direction method of Hestenes and Stiefel

(1952) for solving the linear system (1.124) is based on forming a set of
(k ) (k )residual vectors {F } and a set of direction vectors (p } in the

order F(°\ F^, p^\ F ... , F^1"1^, p^n_1\ The set of
(k)residuals {F } is formed by applying an orthogonalization procedure to

the vectors F^°^ , Ap^°\ Ap ^^ , .. . ,Ap yjhile the set of directions
(k){p } is formed by producing a set of A-conjugate vectors from

F^0\ F^ ,. . . , F^n Now, by T(1.26) the algorithm which produces the

set {p.,p^} of conjugate directions solve (1.124) in n steps

at most.

Algorithm (1.4)

Given an initial estimate of the solution x* of (1.124), and

a parameter e > o ,

1. Set k = o

2. Set p(o) = F(o) = b - Ax(o). (1.125)
(k)

3. Compute a from

r(k)T frW(h F r
~

p ' (1.126)
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4. Set x(k+1) = x(k) + cx(k) p(k). (1.127)

5. Compute F^k+^ from

(Uv (I) „ JM
F =F -<X /\f . (1.128)

(k)
6. Compute B from

(k) Fki-nT, H(k)
P =_£ ~1— • (1.129)

j,u)ta
7. Set 2(k+1) = F(k+1) + B(k) 2(k)- (1.130)
8. If k = n-1 go to 11.

9. If F^k^TF^k^ < e go to 11.

10. Set k = k+1 and go to 2.

11. Stop.

The property of linear termination of this algorithm is established

by T(1.26) and T(1.27).
T

If A is an arbitrary nonsingular (n x n) matrix, then A A is

symmetric positive definite. Hence the system Ax = b may'be converted

into a system with a symmetric positive definite matrix by premultiplying
T

both sides by A yielding

ATA ^ =f(rk • (1.131)

Now A(1.4) is applicable to (1.131).



CHAPTER 2

QUASI-NEWTON METHODS

§(2.1) Objections to Newton's Method

Newton's iteration for unconstrained minimization is given by

x«+V_*a!Af*H/' 0.1,

(k)
where A is the Hessian matrix of the objective function f evaluated

(k) (k) , f r. (k) (k) . ..at x , g is the gradient of f at x , and a is a scalar

taken to be unity in the simplest form of Newton's method. Provided that

(k)the first and second derivatives can be evaluated for any x, and A

never becomes singular, then Newton's method can be applied in principle.

The discussion which follows in this section may be applied with little

change to Newton's method for solving a set of nonlinear equations J(x)= 0

where F: Rn Rn is given. In this case the Jacobian matrix J ^ of

(k) . (k)
F replaces A , and the value of the residual vector F replaces the

(k) . . (k)
gradient value g . Generally the Jacobian matrix J is not

(k)
symmetric while the Hessian A is symmetric.

Newton's method, for unconstrained minimization, if it works, does so

very well, and if a good initial estimate of the minimum is available no

line search is needed and a is kept equal to unity.

However, it has some disadvantages. We mention here the most serious

of them.

(k)
(i) The method in its simplest form with a = 1 (k > o) often fails to

(k)
converge from a poor estimate to the minimum. To prevent divergence a '

is chosen such that

(£»<■), <2-2>

so that the algorithm has the descent property. To achieve this aim a

line search is needed. If is chosen to minimize f(x^ +
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1. J. • 00 2 A(k)_1 (k)along the direction g = -A g , then an exact line search is

required. Iteration (2.1) with a varied a such that (2.2) is satisfied

was considered formally for the first time by Crockett and Chernoff (195 S).

(ii) Newton's method fails if the Hessian at any stage becomes singular.

For some problems where a good initial estimate of the minimum is not

available it is found that steepest descent is an effective way of getting

reasonably close to the minimum. Hence an algorithm based on the method of

steepest descent followed by Newton's method may do well. Levenberg (1944)

suggested the iteration

<2-3>

where X > o is a scalar and I is (n x n) unit matrix. If X is

sufficiently large the algorithm based on (2.3) has the descent property
»

(2.2). Another feature of this algorithm is that if X > o the inverse
(k)

of A + XI always exists (Marqauvdt (1963)). If X is decreased

systematically from a large value to zero, then algorithm (2.3) varies

between steepest descent and Newton's method combining the features of both

methods. However, Newton's method is not the only method which breaks

down when the Hessian is singular, for all quasi-Newton methods have this

disadvantage when the approximated inverse Hessian becomes singular at any

step (Broyden (1972)). Another unpleasant feature of Newton's method is

that iteration (2.1) even after the introduction of the parameter a to

satisfy (2.2) does not ensure convergence. Such a situation may occur

when g^)~__A^^ g^^ is perpendicular to g^^; thus no advance from
(k)

35 can be made which causes the algorithm to break down even when the
(k )Hessian is nonsingular and g is nonzero; this disadvantage is shared

by quasi-Newton methods. Actually any algorithm is required to satisfy

the nonorthogonality condition

#0 ii,o,U ). C*.4)
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(iii) The most objectionable feature of Newton's method is the necessity

of evaluating the Hessian matrix A(x) at each iteration, because the

objective function f (x) in many cases is very complicated. In such cases

(k) (k)
A may be approximated by a matrix A(x , h ), where the elements of

A(x^^ , h^k^) are given by the formulae

e'VjA'V(CM-- <2-5)
C i ) (')

where h„ are given discretization parameters and e , e are the

ith and j th coordinate unit vectors. The problem now is how to choose

(k)
tKj . Let A„(x,h) denote any difference approximation of 3^9^f(x)
such that

A j In ) — ~!~(X) = 'j (2.6)
k-+o J

If A(x,h) = (A^^(x,h)) we have the discretized Newton iteration

(k)If h is chosen to be equal to a constant h, where h is a suitable

small number, it can be proved in this case that iteration (2.7) in

general has a linear rate of convergence. In order to retain the second

(k)order convergence of Newton's method it is necessary that lim h =0.
k-x»

(Ortega and Rheinboldt (1970), Chapter 11).

(k)In practice h cannot tend to zero. Thus, the second order

(k)
convergence of Newton's method is lost. Usually h is taken to be ,

equal to a small constant h. However this process of approximation is

an expensive use of machine time, since in order to compute A(x,h), it is

required to apply (2.5) ^-(n+1) times. When solving a system of nonlinear
r

equations where the Jacobian is to be approximated, then n evaluations

(k)of the vector function F are required in addition to its value at k
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Another way of overcoming the difficulty of computing the Hessian A

at each iteration is to compute A every m iterations. The iteration

in this case is given by

(k> o) (k)
X — X J (2.8a)

(2.8b)

Oi-hl) (A,m)
X = X , (2.8c)

( L — 1 j • • • ) j ( k — 1 j 2-) • • ) »

This iteration represents a simple way of generating higher order methods.

But even with the best choice of m, this iteration still remains inferior

to quasi-Newton iteration (Broyden (1972)).

(iv) The last disadvantage of Newton's method is the necessity of inverting

A or equivalently solving a set of n linear equations at each iteration.

Although this is not a serious problem, it requires more time and additional

programming.

We will see in this chapter that quasi-Newton methods are an efficient

way of overcoming the third and fourth disadvantages of Newton's method.

§(2.2) The Nature of Quasi-Newton Methods

We shall consider a class of methods for unconstrained minimization

in which some of the objectionable features of Newton's method have been

overcome. This class of method is called the class of quasi-Newton methods,

for they are constructed so as to simulate the desirable properties of

Newton's method.

Suppose that at some stage k, an approximation to A-1 (x^^)
has been obtained, and that has been computed from

M + 1) _,(A) (2.9)x -<x H J
/
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By T(1.2), if f: Rn -> R1 has continuous first and second partial

derivatives in R7} JiCx*) = 0, and A(x*) is positive definite then x* is

strong local minimum of f. Also since A(x) is continuous at x* there

is a convex neighbourhood S of x* in which A(x) is positive definite.

f00 « !

A"1 (x^^) is positive definite,

If _x(k> e S, then -A 1 (x^k^)_g^k^ is downhill for f at x^k^ , for since

9o-J f\ (X )J < 0 . (2.10)

(k)Hence we may determine a from

f(xuL^y>)=rr^f[^LXH(Y)
(X — (2.11)

if H^k^ is sufficiently good approximation to A-1 (x^k^).
(k)

If, however, H is any positive definite (n x n) matrix, then

u(k) (k) . , .ii _ ' _ (k) . (k)T „(k) (k) . ,-H g is downhill for f at x since H >0, and
(k)

we may still determine a from (2.11).

(k)
We next consider how to obtain a sequence (H } of matrices which

in some sense simulate the behaviour of {A-1 (x^k^)}.
By the Taylor theorem if f is sufficiently differentiable

then

V* (2.12)3(A)=3cxCi+"> -A(x^")o I'll A

(k)
Neglecting the term 0( || Ax II ) , we obtain

—

Cj

Ak) AkA) (k)
&3 & A ax . (2.i3)

Hence we shall require that the matrix H^k+^ which simulates A-1 (x^k
satisfies the quasi-Newton formula

u(w).,® AA1H Aj , (2.14)
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Now (2.14) does not define ^ uniquely and there are many ways in

which H can be chosen so as to satisfy (2.14). For this reason

(2.9), (2.11), (2.14) define a class of methods for minimizing f rather

than a single method.

Clearly if is to simulate the behaviour of A-1 (x ) very well,

it is advantageous that ^ retains as far as possible the desirable
(k)

properties of H such as positive definiteness. This suggests that
(k+1) . . . (k) (k)

H be formed by adding a suitable correction C to H such

that

HW+Crt', <2-15>

where in. general is 0^ rank 1 or 2 « and H^k+1^ satisfies (2.14).
From the preceding considerations we obtain the following algorithm.

Algorithm (2.1) (General quasi-Newton method)

Given an initial estimate a minimum x* of f and an

initial estimate of the inverse Hessian A-1(x*).

1. Set k = o.

2. Compute from

5<0'=3<**">.
o „ (k) (k+1) -i. Compute a , x from

rf 0)ufflo(k). . r, M ,.&0i(X -cX H 3 ) = rr^{(x -o(H 3 ),
- c< — 3

. _

„ (k+1) . (k) . (k) ,4. Compute _g , Ax , Aj> from

A (^ + ^ (t)
= x -x ,

A

5. Compute from
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6. Set k = k+1 and go to 3.

□

Now, if F: Rn Rn is the gradient of f: Rn -> R1 , then the

previous discussion can be applied with no change to solve the system of

nonlinear equations F(x) = 0, provided that we replace in the previous

discussion the quantities A, £, A£ by J, F_, A_F in order, where J

represents the Jacobian matrix of _F. When _F is not a gradient mapping
(k) . (k)

then a cannot be given any more by (2.11). Instead a is chosen

such that it minimizes some norm II . II of _F(x^k+^) ; that is,

||Rx"UfW')J| . (2.16)— — <X

(k)
Alternatively a may be chosen to reduce the norm of _F; that is

IIF(xal«u>Ha)£M)l! < II F(Xa>)ll . (2-17)
(k)

Corresponding to each method for computing C in A(2.1) there is

a quasi-Newton method. If we wish that be symmetric positive
(k) (k)definite when H is, then clearly C must be symmetric positive

(k)definite. The symmetry of the current matrix H is a desirable

feature for function minimization algorithms, but imposing such a property

on algorithms for the solution of systems of nonlinear equations may give

bad results since the Jacobian usually is unsymmetric. The positive
(k)

(negative) definiteness of the current matrix H is a desirable feature

for function minimization, since it ensures that the search direction

(k)
£ is downhill (uphill) for f, and thus the direction of the step is

already known to be along +£^ (-£^). Hence is always positive
(k)

(negative) (Fletcher(1970)). However, H can be nondefinite. Hence

(k) . (k) (k)
the step Ax is taken along +£ or -£ in such a way that

(k)II _F(x) II is reduced always. It follows that a can have different

signs for different steps.

In addition to (2.14), another condition should be imposed on the
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matrix H^k+^ which is constructed by (2.15), in order to determine
(k) . . . (k)

C more precisely. The most used conditions to specify C are:

(k)
1. C to be a rank 1 matrix (Davidon (1968), Murtagh and

Sargent (1969), Barnes (1965), Broyden (1965), Rosen (1966),

Zeleznik (1968));

2. to be rank 2 matrix (Davidon (1959) , Fletcher and

Powell (1963), Broyden (1967), Pearson (1969), Fletcher (1970));
(k)

3. C to be a matrix of minimum norm (Greenstadt (1970),

Goldfarb (1970)).

(k)
The correction C derived by imposing condition 3 is of rank 3, as

will be seen from the general formula derived to satisfy condition 3, but

most of the practical algorithms obtained from that formula are of rank 1

or 2. In all quasi-Newton methods of practical interest for function

minimization (solving systems of nonlinear equations), depends upon

H(k), Ax(k), Ag_(k) (AF(k)).
By means of A(2.1), objections (iii) and (iv) to Newton's method

have been overcome.

§(2.3) Quasi-Newton Methods for Unconstrained Minimization

In this section we consider a unified approach to the problem of

constructing algorithms which satisfy the following requirements:

1. Only a one dimensional search is used; this is necessary to avoid

using a multidimensional search.

2. The algorithms are quadratically convergent; this usually ensures

superlinear convergence near a minimum of a nonquadratic objective

function.

3. The algorithms employ the function and its gradient only; this '

avoids the computation of second derivatives.

4. The algorithms employ only information at the present stage, and
(~

at the stage immediately previous to the present; this reduces ^computer

storage requirements as well as the computational work involved in

each iteration.
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Huang (1970) gave a unified approach to quadratically convergent

algorithms for function minimization satisfying the aforementioned

requirements, and derived a general updating formula containing rank 1

and rank 2 algorithms as special cases.

Consider an algorithm in which

(k+1) (jk) (k.)
X + A X ) (2.17)

where

4x°"= - cue)

£ is a prescribed (n x 1) vector, and is determined so that

«/") . (2.19)
OC

Then, requirement 1 is satisfied. If the algorithm is to have the

descent property, then we must have

t'"T3a>liO WktO >3a) *2). (2.20)
In this section the objective function is taken to be the quadratic

function

f = jXTA.X + tTX tC , (2.21)
where A is an (n x n) positive definite symmetric matrix.

It was shown in §(1.2) that if the set of search directions

{p^°\ p^\... ,£^n } are A-conjugate; so that

/"V'A0 • • -'k-D<2-22)
then, A(2.1) is quadratically convergent by T(1.12). Thus requirement

(2) is satisfied for any algorithm capable of generating such directions.

Assume that
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CA-1> i ^ 0 j k< m) , (2.23)

If

p(h) ^ y(WJ (A) (2.24)
where is an (n x n) matrix (to be discussed later), then by (2.22)

s«V ° (2.25)

Comparing (2.25) with (2.22) we deduce that (2.25) can be satisfied if the
(k)matrix H is chosen such that

(2.26)

where p is an arbitrary constant. Writing (2.26) for the previous

iteration, we obtain

HMA f]~na) (2.27)

By (2.26),

Hu'a A("=f P<n (k-z>/)>°),

H(k>Ata'1)=C£li'1> ■

(2.28)

(2.29)

By (2.27), (2.28),

c Ha>-H'*"0) A f><U = 0 (2.30)

Let
</

£(*-'> = huL hu'1> (2.31)
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Then by (2.30), (2.31),

-o^ ft £ =0 VJ . (2.32)

Also, (2.29) is satisfied if

wtt-i) ba-D .«-« u<*-» t,a-DC Ar=° P -HAP ■ (2.33)

Conditions (2.32), (2.33) can be expressed in the form

C^W" =° (2.34)

c«-\3(k-K?Axa'Ua-\t\'
(k-l)

If C is expressed in the form

CM, .X«-V^r HU-\
( — f — t v — — = j (2.36)

Za'"TA J

where z^ q ^ ^ are two (n x 1) arbitrary vectors, apart from the

conditions

a+VT Q(A-1) qU-ot 0U-I)
Z A3 , T A3 to, (2.37)

then (2.35) is satisfied.

Also ^ satisfies (2.34) if z^ ^ and q^ ^ satisfy

ZU'"TAS(J> = o, f'1>TA 3U)=o(2-M)
(k-l)

It can be shown (Huang (1970) that (2.38) are satisfied if z and

(k-l) . . • . . . . . (k-l) , (k-l)T (k-l).
q are chosen as a linear combination of Ax and H Ag ;

that is ,

(k-D <A-1) „ , (k-l)T (A-1)
Z =K1AX: + Kz H A 3 > (2.39)

and
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n(k-i) rk-\) , &~1]T ~U-i)
Y =Kst\X +Kn HA3J (2-40)

where , K^, K^, are scalar coefficients. With this choice of
z ^ ^ the requirements (3) and (4) are satisfied.

Thus from (2.31), (2.36), (2.39), (2.40) the matrix H ^ is

updated by the formula ^ (A-1)T
..<*> o ix '(K|A2£- +I(ZH A3 )
H +

(K,Ax^+K^-'^Aw-i7~
- + K*Wa\ja"V C2.4i)
CKj ax"'") KuHa-"&$U-")T*3 u~"

where p, , K^, K^, are arbitrary scalars apart from the conditions
that must not vanish simultaneously, and when p 4 ° then K^,

must not vanish simultaneously.

Huang showed that in order to ensure the satisfaction of the

nonorthogonality condition (2.20), the initial matrix must be such

that

, (o) (o) T.
+H ) (2.42)

is positive definite or negative definite. If is symmetric, then

must be positive definite or negative definite.
(k)

It is important to indicate that the sequence (H } does not tend

necessarily to the inverse Hessian A-1 . Writing (2.,26) for k = n, we

find

HWA J?a>=ep<n 0). (2.43)

Since p^°\ ^ ara n linearly independent vectors we have

<2-44)
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Her.ce,

, (n) .-1
H A • (2.45)

If p > o, then is positive definite. If p = o, then H = 0.

If p < o, then is negative definite. Only when p = 1, we do have

H(n) = A-1'.

All known algorithms of single or double rank can be obtained from

the general formula (2.41) by giving special values to the parameters

p, . For instance the Davidon -Fletcher-Powell (DFP)

algorithm corresponding to the update

tf-l) ntt'W (k'1)T ^ (A-I)T
,«H AJ43__H_ + M AX _

A3«-»tH<*-WA-"A3 A

can be obtained from the general updating formula (2.43) by setting

p = Kx = K4 = 1, K2 = K3 = 0.
A special but important subclass of Huang's family given by (2.41)

is Broyden's family. This family of updates corresponds to the case

(k-1)when p = 1, and the correction C is symmetric and rank 2.

Broyden's family is given by

n -HD +<py V J (2.47)

where

1 ra'1L A xa'1' _

A x<a'1> AjC*~VT/Jlt~"&3<*~V
(k)

and is the DFP matrix given by (2.46).

As the scalar <j> is varied in (2.47), we obtain most of the important

symmetric quasi-Newton methods such as those of Fletcher and Powell (1963),

Fletcher (1970), Goldfarb (1970), Greenstadt (1970). Also the rank 1

algorithms of Davidon (1968), Murtagh and Sargent (1969) and Barns (1965)



(k)
are also members. It is clear that H for all members of this family

tends to the inverse Hessian A-1 .

For a positive definite quadratic form, Huang (1970) proved that for

a given initial point and initial matrix H °\ the sequence of

directions p^°\ p ^^ ,... ,p ^ generated by different algorithms of

Huang's family are parallel; thus the sequence of points x^\...,x^n^
are identical for all the algorithms, if the line search is exact.

Huang and Levy (1970) tested nine algorithms of Huang's family, and

they showed that if high precision arithmetic together with high accuracy

in the one dimensional search are employed, then all algorithms behave

identically for any positive definite quadratic function. For non-

quadratic functions the results show that some of these algorithms behave

identically and thus any one of them can be considered to be representative

of the entire class. Dixon (1971) proved that for a given initial point

x(o) and initial matrix H^°\ all members of Broyden's family generate

the same sequence of points for a general function, provided that an

(k)
accurate line search is carried out and the matrix H never becomes

singular. The numerical experiments carried out by Huang and Levy (1970)

and mentioned above confirmed the identical behaviour of the members of

(k)the family for a general function. If <p > o (in (2.47)), then H

remains positive definite if H^°^ is positive definite (Broyden (1967)).

Thus as a special case, if <p > o, and H^°^ is positive definite, then

all corresponding members of Huang's family behave identically for a

general function.

We conclude this section with a brief discussion of Greenstadt's

(k-1)
approach to determine the correction matrix C . Greenstadt (1970)

(k-1)
suggested that a good criterion for finding the best correction C

is to ask for the smallest correction in the sense of some norm. This

(k-l)
would tend to keep the elements of H from growing too large, which

(k-1)might cause undesired instability. The correction C was required

to minimize the weighted Euclidean norm defined by
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n(k)-r-C = ;r (WC WC )> (2-49)

where W is an (n x n) symmetric positive definite matrix, subject to the

conditions

r(H*T rt{k^]C - C = 0 J (2.50)

GM) (A-i) (k-1) q(A-DC &3 = AX -H A 5 . (2.5D

The condition (2.50), which is a symmetry condition, insures that

will remain symmetric as long as the initial estimate is

chosen to be symmetric. The second condition (2.51) insures that the

quasi-Newton formula is satisfied.

Using Lagrange multipliers to solve this constrained minimization
(k-1)

problem, Greenstadt derived the updating form of the correction C ,

given by

HA3 -
A5TMAj( A 3 MA J (2-52)

(tlA3)r+M A_5 AXt- M A 3CHA3)t } ,
where M = W-1 and H, Ajg, Ax denote Ax^ ^

(k-1)
respectively. The correction C given by (2.52) is rank 3 if

M Ag^k } Ax^ ^ , and ^ Ag_^ ^ are linearly independent. Some
(k-1)choices of M can reduce the rank of C . Two interesting choices

fk-H Ck")
of M are M = H , and M = H . Both yield rank 2 correction

(k-1) (k-1)
matrices. If we denote them by and respectively, then

43VHA5AxT_(n^M J, (2.53)

and

C? '=-i—(-AXA/D-Ha3AxTt(l-i^~^-)Ax AXt} . (2.54)AX7~ " A3'AX J
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C k— 1 "i (k-1 1 (k-1)
where Ax> Ajg, H denote Ax , A_g , H respectively. These

two variationally derived corrections give rise to the one-parameter

family of corrections given by

C t-(l-t)C2 . (2.55)

This formula comprises most of the known symmetric quasi-Newton corrections

such as those of Fletcher and Powell (1963), Davidon (1968), Broyden (1967),

It can be shown that the family of updates corresponding to (2.55) is

equivalent to Broyden's family given by (2.47), (2.48) (Goldfarb (1970)).

§(2.4) Relation between Conjugate Gradient Methods and Qaasi-Newton Methods

In this section it is shown that conjugate gradient methods are

related, by virtue of their projection properties, to quasi-Newton methods.

A similar notation to that used by Pearson (1969) is adopted. In this

notation two ( n x 1c) matrices are defined by

(k-D

y^f' • • -,AfT
C%xw,..

(2.56)

(2.57)

The conjugacy Conditions given by (2.23) can be written in one of the

two equivalent forms

A X A J ''=0 (6-1 ^ J ^ j (2.58)

or

A J60 . (2-59)

Using notations (2.56), (2.57) we find that the conjugacy of the search
(k)directions p can be written as
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or

f^)T (J) . , .

X AX =° (2.61)
Consequently, from (2.61) any method which can generate new

directions Ax^+^ such that (2.61) is satisfied for k = 1,2,... will

be able to minimize a positive definite quadratic form in at most n steps,

since it generates n conjugate directions.
(k)

Let us choose the search direction p such that

k!°) Q (o)
£ ~ J j (2.62)

/l\ I 1 o^T
(L) Ik) 9 A 1 (J)

Pirv4 r? \ w v= -J -/ — • v ~ . - A 1 . <2-63'
" u A3 A3U) -

(k) . (k)
Equation (2.63) means that £ is equal to the component of -g

which is orthogonal to Ag^°\ Ag^^ »• • • »AlX This choice ensures
. , . (k) (k) (k) . j.. , . .that the new step Ax = a j? satisfies the conjugacy conditions

(2.58).

(k)
One way of achieving (2.62), (2.63) is to define p by

where

cu>—aei'3U) (2.64)

(2.65)

The matrix projects the gradient orthogonal to AgX\... ,AgX
This matrix has the properties

Q =1 , (2.66)

^=0, (2"67)

dV'=0 (2-68)
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r\[k)
— sOF for any w such that (2.69)

( 1 ) *

-o (J - o j 1j'.. j A-1).

It is clear that the algorithm based on (2.65) is not a practical one,

(k)
unless a formula for updating Q is found. From (2.68) the new

matrix Q^c+'^ should satisfy

^(*+7 ^ g c ( j =o3\ k) . (2.70)

Let us separate (2.70) into two groups as follows

Jk)
Qi Aj ; (2.71)

1) ' (2.72)

Following the way used in updating the current matrix in quasi-Newton
(k+1) (k) . . (k)

methods, we construct Q from Q by adding a correction C ,

so that

Qw+,) = Qa> + C(A' •

Now, by (2.71), (2.73), (2.72), (2.68) we have

(2.73)

-,1k) Ui (i) 0(WC A3 =-0. A 5 a (2.74)

Cwa3u>'0 (i= (2.75)

One possible solution of (2.74) is

C'*'=- -7 (2.76)
7 A5

cw.
where z is an (n x 1) arbitrary vector apart from the condition
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"7U)T A Q(^ (2 77^L A3 * 0 • <2-77>

If we choose Ag^^ then by (2.68) we find that

satisfies (2.75) as well. By means of this choice (2.76) takes the form

g(/OT (£) q(&) (2.78)A J Q. A J

Hence

,«+» A«) G<uAjMA3tA'TQ<i>Q =G - -y-
Aj<« Q«) Ag (A)

J (2.79)

giving rise to a quadratically convergent conjugate gradient algorithm.
(k)

Actually this algorithm is exactly A(2.1) provided that C in

A(2.1) is updated by (2.78). The initial matrix can be taken to

be the unit matrix I or any positive definite symmetric matrix. Iteration

(2.79) can be obtained from the Huang's formula (2.41) by setting ■

p = = 0 and = 1. However, this algorithm is not a quasi-
(k)

Newton algorithm for the matrix Q does not satisfy the quasi-Newton

formula as indicated by (2.70). Moreover, by (2.67) we have = 0.

Pearson (1969) states that in certain cases the algorithm corresponding

to (2.79) is preferable to: the Fietcher-Reeves algorithm. Unfortunately

the storage requirements are comparable to those of quasi-Newton methods,

and the DFP method in particular is even better (Fletcher (1972)).

Clearly the algorithm corresponding to (2.79) is related very closely to

the DFP algorithm given by

Hlk+" = Ha'-Z<k)+vJ(k) u>0} (2.80)

where

HMA3(i,A3MTH<h
. „/ —- a— ■ —T7T"" ^ k '

. . olMl
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and

U)T

Ww= —A~ • <2-82>
At'TA*W

Suppose that = I. Then (2.80) can be written in the form

H =!-/„ Z W , (2.83)
i, —° t=°

It can be shown (Myers (1968)) that can be written in the form

l /(<£+ ') \ (Oh -a +L\a/ . (2.84)
(=•£>

By (2.67), (1J92) ,

AC»)
U =0 ,

£w"'.A-'.
t = 0

The search direction in the DFP method is given by

(2.85)

(2.86)

U + l) U+|)
r =-n j (2.87)

Since the directions generated by the DFP method are conjugate, we have,

by (2.82) and T(1.10)

V1 /(OrZ^1)l^VJ j ,0 (2.88)

(k)
For a quadratic function the matrix Q generates the conjugate search

directions by virtue of its projection properties, while the term
1c •

2 of H is 0f no use fn the minimization process. For non-
i=o

quadratic functions the matrix H, and not Q, tends to A-1 which produces

rapid convergence near the minimum.
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§(2.5) Quasi-Newton Methods for Solving Systems of Nonlinear Equations

We consider in this section the problem of solving a system of n

nonlinear equations in n unknowns, namely

F( X;) ^ 9- i (2.89)

where _F:Rn ->■ Rn is given.

Newton's method for solving (2.89) can be written in the form

a) a.) fD-i ai
— =x -a T F j <2-90>

where F^) = JF(x^^), is the Jacobian matrix (8»F^(x^^)),
(k)

(i,i = l,...,n), and a is a scalar chosen such that

£'U"ll< II Fu>l.
Quasi-Newton methods for solving (2.89) are of the form

XU+"= XU>+AXU', 0-92)
«j a> ba>I\X = OC P s (2.93)

(A) ,.(*) -tt)
p = - H F j (2-94)

where is a scalar, and is an (n x n) matrix representing the

kth approximation to J-1 (x*).

On the space of residuals we introduce the norm

E ll„ 5(FTMF)2j (2.95)

where M is a positive definite symmetric matrix. By Taylor's theorem

the system (2.89) can be approximated by a linear system in some

neighbourhood of the solution x*, (see §(1.5)), so an iterative method

which works well for a linear system, may also work well for the general
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case. Newton's method solves a linear system (when it is solvable) in

one step, so quasi-Newton methods are required to resemble Newton's method

as much as possible while avoiding the objectionable features of the latter

(see §(2.1)). For the linear system

f(X) I Jx -b = 0 J (2.96)

where J is an (n x n) nonsingular constant matrix, and b is (n x 1)

constant vector, the Jacobian J satisfies the relation

-v-1 r-(J) d) / : ,

J AF = AX (2.97)

(k) . . (k)-lSince H is an approximation to J we would like it also to

(k+1) (k)
satisfy (2.97), but since we cannot compute F_ and hence AF_

(k)until we have determined H this is clearly impossible. However,

(k)-l (k+1)
we can require that the next approximation to J , namely H ,

satisfy the quasi-Newton formula

a+i) (j) jj) •h af = a x = ,k). (2.98)

Let

H
(A-i)

= H<\. (2.99)

Then (2.98) can be written in the form

Mk) _(j) (i) U(M. rd)c aF = a x -H a t (J -o, b . .. j, (.). (2.100)

By (2.100) ,

n^k) rXi) (j) ,(£) Jj) .C .At = AX _ H Ah . .,£-1) .

From (2.98) written for the previous iteration, we have by (2.102),

(2.101)

(2.102)
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r(k) a r(')} ) a \c ah =0 ( j ~ o j • • ' ) k-1) . (2.103)

(k)
From (2.101) we find that C can assume the following form

AX<a,(mAt HU>A'(M f:Y
i = p ~ ... — ——■ j (2.104)
in af fa'tn af(A'

(k) (k)
where z and ^ are two arbitrary (n x 1) vectors, apart from the

conditions

y(k)t _(*>Z HAF #0 ; } fiAr #0. (2.105)

The matrix given by (2.104) satisfies (2.101). To satisfy (2.103)
(k) (k)

as well, z and should be chosen such that

(2.106)Z(i>Tn AFa,= An 4F(i)=e (j</0 .

Multiplying both sides of (2.98) by J and using (2.97) we find for

k = n-1,

J H(n)AF(j) = A£(J) (] = <>,... jn-1) (2.107)

Assuming that AF^°\ A_F^ ,... ,AjF'' ^ are linearly independent, we

deduce from (2.107) that

H1"' = J"'. <2-108)

Thus the next step Ax^n^ will lead to the solution of (2.89).
(k) (k)

Formula (2.104) is rank 2. If we set z = cj_ then we get the

rank 1 formula

ra> (&x(il-H(ilAFa)(nzli>)TC =—: T "=—7-rh—^ J (2.109)
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(k) . ...

where z is an (n x 1) arbitrary vector, which satisfies (2.105) and

(2.106). Combining (2.109) and (2.99) we get the general updating

formula

u(t+i> u<» (hxa>- H<i'bFu')(nza)TH =H + - zMrM-eUJ e-uo)
Formulae (2.104) and (2.109) were derived by Zeleznik (1968).

Previous quasi-Newton algorithms such as those of Barnes (1965) , Broyden

(1965), Rosen (1966) are special cases of (2.110) corresponding to special
(k)choices of the arbitrary vector z . Also in all of them the matrix

M is taken to be the unit matrix I.

From the previous consideration we have the following general rank 1

algorithm for solving a system of nonlinear equations.

Algorithm (2.2)

Given an initial estimate of the solution x* of F(x) = 0,

an initial estimate of the inverse Jacobian J-1 (x*) , and a positive

definite symmetric matrix M.

1. Set k = o.

2. Compute F^°^ from

, ' (k) (k+1) ,3. Compute a , x from

II P( x a)-^(k)H(^3(A))ll =vrurtl\E(Xk~ ocH^E^)II >
M c< M

Xa+"=xu'-
4. Compute F^+"'"^ , Ax^\ AF^) from

A -ft*) CAfi) (A)A 2. = - X j

_tt) ,-(£+" r-(£)
AF =k -r •
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(k)
5. Choose z such that

if k < n~l then z^^ M AF^ = o (j =o »• • • >,k-l) (2.111a)

and if k > n-1 then z^^ M = o (j=k~n k-1). (2.111b)

Ckl
6. Update C by means of (2.109)
-i ^ „(k+l)7. Compute H from

8. Set k = k+1 and go to 3.

□

The remainder of this section is devoted to a brief survey of some

algorithms for solving systems of n nonlinear equations.

The method of Barnes (1965) is a generalization of the secant method

for the solution of one equation in one unknown.

Algorithm (2.3)

For a given initial point and initial estimate £> °^ to the

Jacobian matrix J(x*)

1. Set k = o.

fkl
2. Compute F from

C, (khF -F(X ) #

(k) -1
3. Calculate the inverse matrix B of the approximated Jacobian

(2.112)
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(k+1) (k+1) ,

5. Compute x , F_ from

X<UI> - Xtt> + A X,a> J

r-ci+l) r. a+DE = E(x )-
(k)

6. If k< n-1 choose a vector z orthogonal to the previous k steps.

(k)
If k > n-1 choose z orthogonal to the n-1 previous steps..

(k)
7. Compute the matrix D from

u>
-D * Z^rAXM ' (2.113)

8. Compute B^+^ from

n(A+0 rFk) T\k)
D - b + D . (2.114)

9. Set k = k+1, and go to 3. □

Barnes suggested that (6) can be done via Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization

procedure given by T(1.27). Barnes' algorithm enjoys the property of
(k)linear termination; B becomes equal to the exact Jacobian after n steps,

and a further Newton's step gives the solution. When the algorithm is

applied to a set of nonlinear equations it suffers from two serious

disadvantages :

(i) the algorithm as it is presented is not stable, and there is no

Oc+1) GO
guarantee that II F_ II < II JF || . This can be avoided by taking

(k)in (4) a step Ax defined by

U) (k) rJk) p-(k)
= _cx e r j (2.115)

where is chosen such that IIF_^+^^II < II F^^ll .

(ii) as long as the Jacobian and not its inverse is being approximated

each step involves a solution of a system of linear equations.

The updating formula given by Barnes is
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,,, r(k+D Ak)T
r,a+n J*] E zB - B -t J«n>̂' <2-ll6)

If we set in (2.116) Ax(k) - a<k)£(k' and B(k' - H<k)_1, then by

applying Householder's formula to (2.116) we find Barnes' algorithm as

represented by Rosen, namely

, , ,./k)A Jk)
H(ixhAVLA? n H ,

Z H A£
(k) (k+1) (k)in which cl is chosen such that the descent property II F 11 < II F ||

is satisfied. Thus, this algorithm circumvents the difficulties (i)

(k)
and (ii) related to Barnes' algorithm. If z is chosen as in Barnes'

method, then Rosen's algorithm has the property of linear termination.

Finally, Rosen's algorithm (2.117) can be derived from the general rank 1

formula (2.110) by setting

M = r,
ik) .. (A)T ^4)

L = H Li
— J

where is unspecified.

If we set in formula (2.110)

fi=L

z'W,
(k)

then, the correction C is given by

ni*) , (t)hai .,«) r<«, AX(tlTHrt)c = (« £ -H aF)- , a U), (2.118)
A h H AX

which is one of the Broyden's (1965) algorithms for solving a system of

nonlinear equations. Another of Broyden's algorithms can be obtained

from (2.110) by setting M = I and z^ = AF^. Broyden indicated
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thdt the latter algorithm seems in practice to be unsatisfactory.
(k)Zeleznik (1968) criticised the choice of z given by Broyden in

(k)
both algorithms. He explained that one has no assurance that Ax will

be orthogonal to the subspace spanned by the previous steps Ax (j < k) ,

and thus one can not be sure of convergence even for the linear case, but

in the light of recent work (Broyden (1970)) this is not a valid criticism.

However, in the following discussion (Broyden (1965)) we will show that for

(k+1) . (k)the linear case, the approximated Jacobian B is not worse than B ,

(k+1) . (k)in the sense that II J—B |] is not greater than IIJ-B || , where II .11 is

the Euclidean norm. In Broyden's algorithm B^+^ is given by

ap""-^yA>)p'*'T
pMTpU)

h(A)T
= B J)
p(k)T p(A) (2.119)

Define the error matrix by

R[i> = B(k>-J. <2-120>

Then from (2.119), (2.120)

Hence,

,, , ,,, b<*> M)T
R =R (2-l21)

IIRu+lUiiRu,lilr-iy£lTll
(k) (k)T

2 2
But the matrix (I - —(k)T—) ^as one eigenvalue equal to zero and

2 2

(n-1) eigenvalues equal to unity (see appendix (2)). Thus its Euclidean
(k)

norm is equal to one. Hence the sequence {II R II } is decreasing

monotonically, and thus the method is of bounded deterioration (Broyden (1972))
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This algorithm is stable (of bounded deterioration) provided that

(k) . (k)
B approximates J sufficiently well. If the approximation is

poor, then the algorithm is unstable and the performance of the method

consequently suffers (Broyden (1972)). As indicated before, this

algorithm does not enjoy the property of linear termination, even when

an exact line search is carried out. On the contrary an exact line

search gives poorer results than merely reducing ||F|| . Thus a is taken

just to reduce II Fl! as found by Broyden (1965).
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CHAPTER 3

QUASI-NEWTON METHODS WITH MEMORY FOR UNCONSTRAINED MINIMIZATION

§(3.1) Introduction

In this chapter a new approach to the problem of unconstrained

minimization is considered. Miele and Cantrell (1969) showed that if the

method of steepest descent is modified by adding a so-called memory term,

the resulting method, called by them the memory gradient method, is in

general superior to the method of steepest descent and to the method of

Fletcher and Reeves (1964). Each iteration of the memory gradient method

involves the unconstrained minimiZdtion of a function of two variables,

the so-called two dimensional search, instead of the one-dimensional line

search used in all other methods so far considered in this thesis.

Cantrell (1969) showed that for a strictly convex quadratic function

the algorithm of Miele and Cantrell and that of Fletcher and Reeves give

identical results. Cragg and Levy (1969) extended the memory gradient

method by including additional memory terms. This extension gave rise to

super memory gradient methods. Wolfe (1974) introduced the- idea of

memory into quasi-Newton methods, producing what he called quasi-Newton

methods with memory. Wolfe proved that any algorithm of Broyden's family

can be provided with memory without violating its quadratic convergence,

for his algorithm and the corresponding quasi-Newton algorithm give identical

results for a strictly convex quadratic function. For nonquadratic objective

functions, numerical evidence suggests that quasi-Newton methods with

memory are usually more rapidly convergent and often more computationally

efficient than the corresponding quasi-Newton methods.

§(3.2) The Memory Gradient Method

The memory gradient method for unconstrained minimization is due to

Miele and Cantrell (1969) who introduced a memory term into the steepest

descent method. The algorithm corresponding to the memory gradient

method (MG) is as follows.
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Algorithm (3.1)

Given an initial estimate x*"°^ of an unconstrained minimum x* of f.

1. Compute from

2. Compute a^°\ Ax^°\ x ^ from

?*)= Trurt(x'°'_ 0<.fO)),
CXC

(°) C)qC>>J
: j
— o

Ax =. ~ (X j

v0) (°) , Co)X = x +AX .

3. Set k = 1.

(k)4. Compute g from

5ft)=J(x(\
, _ (k) 0(k) . (k) (k+1) ,5. Compute a , $ , Ax , x from

r (A) (A-) QCfe) #) CM) . p. (X) a(i) (£-1)f(X -CX 3 +P AX )=munj-(x _o(J +/6AX )
<*,/8

(3.1)

. a) ax go „(*> AAX = _o( J -{- f3 * (3.2)

(A+1) a)
X = x + ax . (3.3)

6. Set k = k+1 and go to 4.

□

(k+1) (k)
To first order terms, the values of the function at x and x

are related by

fcs^Vfe^j +Sf(x\ (3.4)

(k)where the first variation 6f(x ) is given by

n, „(A)T (A)
S f C 2^ )=*3. • (3,5)



(k)
The choice of Ax as given in (3.2) minimizes the first variation

(k)
6f(x) of f at x subject to the constraint

T .

K-(ax-YAX ) (ax-TAX ), (3.6)

(k) (k)Twhere K and y are prescribed. Let h = Ax minimize g h

(k)
subject to (3.6). The Lagrange function <j) (x , h) for this constrained

minimization problem is given by

(k) , »CA)t. a-1) T a-\)
0(x jk)~ 3 k +%(h-Tax )'(k~Tax )# (3.7)

Then Ax^^ satisfies

'M =0 fi=f,..,n) . (3.8)2hi
Hence

. (k) , Jk) a (JL-1)AX =-i 3 + { Ax v (3.9)

Write

0< = —— « 3 - X
2X 9 ' <3-10)

Then

AX = -* J +/SAX (3.11)

Le t

3k) _ a-i).y(Xj/3)=f(X:(*l.o(3 +,8 AX (3.12)

Necessary conditions for i|)(a,6) to have a minimum at (a,6) are

2y/CXjp) - (&jp) = Q , (3.13a)

(X^/3) (0(,/3) = 0 . (3,13b)/J dp 1



By (3.12) and (3.2), (3.13) can be written in the form

:= -3 3 =0,0^ (3.14a)

(3.14b)

From (3.2), (3.14) we have

(3.15)

It is clear from (3.1) that the memory gradient method requires a two

dimensional search. The one described by Misle and Cantrell (1969) is

based on a quasi-linearization with built-in safeguards to ensure that

f(x) decreases at every step of the iterative search.

Let a , B be initial estimates of a, B, and let

If quasilinearization is applied to (3.13), we obtain the linear equations

o o

A(X=r o( — o(0 , AjB = /3 -po . C3.16)

(3.17a)

(3.17b)

where ui , tIi^ , ib , ib \pn , ipnn are computed at a , B . Next, wera' Yaa> rag> rgg r o' O

imbed (3.17) in the more general equations

(3.18a)

(3.18b)

where

(3.19)

Equations (3.18) admit the solution



A (X yu.£> -5i j (3.20a)

£2.^ (3.20b)

where

D' = % %? -"% %p' (3-21a)
> <3-21b)

■ (3-2ic>

The direction factor p is determined such that the first variation

<5iJj in ip at (a , 3Q) > defined by

(<X0J/3o) = \j/^ AoC + (3.22)

is negative, From (3.20), (3.21), (3.22) we obtain

S"V(Ctojfio)=J (3.23)
^3"

where

D„=Xf Ze-2-% %Zfi+V' <3'24)
Therefore SipCa.^, 3q) <0 if

f = Signf-Ji.). (3.25)

Because of this choice, the corrections (3.20) to a and 3 become
00

A 0( ^_yM.('D|/D?)st5'n (D4/D3) J (3.26a)

A /3 = yOt (£>2/Dj)s V (JDl+'l D z)• (3.26b)
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o o

The partial derivatives appearing in D1 , D , D.(, I) are computed at1 2 _> 4

Therefore, they are given by

, aT ^ n(k)
\=-3(X)3 J (3.27a)

and

.. a T ~ (A-1)
yfe - 3 (*) AX , (3.27b)

^*=3 AiX)9 J (3.28a)
,/ . ~ (k-D
^^-9 f\(X) AX J (3.28b)

= A Xknf\(X) AXai (3.28c)

in which A(x) is the Hessian of f computed at x where,

X = X - c<05 +/Sc AX (3.29)

In practice, equations (3.28) are not used in order to calculate the second

derivatives. Instead one can use the difference scheme

3//rtc<={ 7 (3.30a)

T^/j = {5(2-l-f2AZA"'))-5(£-t2iSa"V)}TA^ )^2 7

^ = [ 5 (x- f, 3a)) -3(X+e, 3a,)}TAxa""A £t
a-1) 0/_ , fiMAf (>)

(3.30b)

C _ (A""'' q / «—> (A—iJs V /

|3(X-£2AX )-3(X + e2AX )} 3 /2fj . (3>30c)

Miele and Cantrell made the choice

ti =e/C5W)T?M))^ j (z=i/(&xi~"TAXQ'")2 J

where e is a small number.

To perform the search, nominal values must be given to a , 8 .
o o

Then, one sets y = 1, and computes Aa, A3 from (2.26). If
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i|j(a,3) < ^ (a » ftQ) scaling factor y = 1 is acceptable. If
ifj(a,3) > ^(a , 3q) , the previous value of y must be replaced by some
smaller value in the range o y < 1 until the condition iji(a,3) < SQ)
is met; this can be obtained through bisection. At this point the search

step is completed. The values obtained for a,3 become the nominal

values aQ, 3q for the next search step, and the procedure is repeated
until a desired degree of accuracy on a,3 is obtained. In the absence

of better information, the first step in the search procedure can be made

with a =3 =0.
o o

The stopping conditions in the two dimensional search are

"\i/^ ft) < 16 j (3= 31a)

and

+ *0 ^ . (3.31b)

Miele and Cantrell suggested that restarting the process every n or

n+1 iterations may prove helpful. Since, each time the process is

restarted, a step is taken along the negative gradient, a line search is

required. The one used by Miele and Cantrell is based upon quasi-

linearization with built-in safeguards to ensure the decrease of the

function at.every step of the iterative search. Let <Ka) be defined by

, . (k) (k)
0(of)^-r(X -C( J ). (3.32)

Let abe an initial estimate of a. A necessary condition for <J>(ot)

to have a minimum at a is

(h (a) ur 0 , (3.33)
0(

If we apply quasi-linearization to (3.33) we obtain the linear equation

<PoltA A0<+ ^ = ° ' «-34>
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whcre <j> , d> are computed at a . Now, we imbed (3.34) in the more
aot a o

general equation

^ ^ f ~ 0 * (3. 35)

Hence

A 0( = -/• P
—

- ,u p , (3.36)
0 C<

The direction factor p is determined such that

A 0(C*oJ — 0q< A 0(

is negative. From (3.36), (3.37) we find

£ = S C^ofoc).

(3.37)

(3.38)

Thus

A0( rr-^Stgrif. (3.39)
Y-'O.

The scaling factor p is chosen in a similar way to that which is

mentioned in the two dimensional case. The first step in the search

procedure can be made with a = 0, if no better information is available.
o

The stopping conditions are

^ (°0 € lo a40a)

and

(3.40b)



§(3.3) The Relation between the Methods of Miele and Cantrell and of

Fletcher and Reeves

In this section, we will show that the memory gradient algorithm and

the Fletcher and Reeves algorithm give identical results for a strictly

convex quadratic function (Cantrell (1969)).

By (1.17), (1.16), (3.14),

„CA>T (*) (k)Tt 0Ck)
J 3 +AX (3.41a)

(k)T (£-)) (kiT.
3 AX +AX AA2 =0. (3.41b)

By (3.2), (3.41),

qU)TQ(k) (A) (k)T (k) (k) (ji)J (k-!j3 3 -of J +j3 J A AX = Oj (3.42a)

cut <t-iJ <£-U
- J AaX AX AAX =0. (3.42b)

Equations (3.42) admit the solutions

U) y a-i)TA (A-11
(X =A AX /) AX ^ (3.43a)

rt) /n q(a)t, (t-1>
£ = A J /\ AX j

where X is a scalar given by

u>

A =

[(f'TAJa>)(AX(i-"rA AXa'")-(J<i>T/\AXU-")Z]
By (3.43),

But

(3.43b)

(3.44)

a(k)T . U-D
(A) (A) J A AX

£ =C< —=—— • .(3.45)
a v^-1JTA AAX A A X

c*)T (X-D (A)T (4-tJ 0ri)T a;
3 A ax=3 &3 =J > o.46)

and
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GMT, «-» A 0CA-UT, OM) fi-D AM) .rt-2).
Ax A A2 =A3 (-« 3 ax )

a-1) ,/mj t 0 :k-t)
(3.47)= or 5 J

From (3.45), (3.46), (3.47),

m
_ „(*) /)T
o:(k~n ' (3'48)

(k)
Therefore, for 6 given by (3.48) equation (3.2) takes the form

«> «>,«? r ?aiT?«-ijAX =_oc J + — = AX , (3.49)-

ja-nTj(k-i) -
Let

, (A) ,,AX - — <X p (3.50)

Then by (3.49),

.«> ,«» rTr
+ -F<**»> (3"51)

and the method of Miele and Cantrell and of Fletcher and Reeves produce

identical sequences of points if the initial iterates are. identical and the

one and two-dimensional searches are exact.

§(3.4) The Supermemory Gradient Method

The memory gradient method based on remembering one previous iteration

was generalized by Cragg and Levy (1969). The generalization is based

on remembering m (1 < m < n) previous iterations and is called the

supermemory gradient method (SMG) . The added complication is the need

of an (m+l)-dimensional search at each iteration.

(k)
Let (x } be a sequence of points generated from

(A+i) (k) (A)
X + A X (1=0,1, . . . ) (3>52)
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whcre

m

A-f(k) v Jk) ^~'L)AX - - ex 2 +Z__ /3t- AX (3.53)
L = 1

, (k) (k) (k) , , ,and a , 8, ,,..,3 are chosen such that1 m

(6+1h ' Cr ^ a^] Y o .f(x ) — rrum {-(x -c<3 +l_PLAX )} (3.54)"'"'— 'Pin Ut

and m is a given integer less than n.

(k)
Cragg and Levy proved that Ax given by (3.53) minimizes the

(k)first variation of f at x given by (3.5) subject to the constraint

(j£-0 -r (A-tj
/C=fAX-Z-T/AX ) J. AX )j (3.55)

i=t c

where Ax is the nominal displacement and K, y^ (i = l,...,m) are constants,
Let

(A) ^ tf-i)
y(w,p,,.. -)Prn) = f(x-aj +1^ A AX ). (3.56)

i=i

Then, the greatest decrease in the function ip occurs if the parameters

a and 3^ satisfy

X/> = 0 ; X// ~ o ( i=1;. . . }YA)3 C3<57)Ca p l

or equivalently

a+irr 00
J 2 (3.58a)

(/^+DT (A-l)
J AX =0 (1=0,1;- - -jrY\). (3.58b)

From (3.53), (3.58) we have

q(A+f)T a)
j AX = O . (3.59)
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Tn order to implement the algorithm based on (3,52), (3.53), (3.54),

the vectors Ax^ ^ , Ax^ ^,...,Ax ^ must be available. Since this

is not the case for the first k iterations, some assumption concerning
(k-i) , .

Ax or must be made in order to start the algorithm. The

simplest one is

- 0 ( -h + ^j - - -jTnJ k- 0j . . .}yr\). (3.60)

For k = o, (3.57) must be replaced by

(3.6i)

which is equivalent to stating that the first iteration is a gradient

iteration. For k = 1, (3.57) must be replaced by

^=0^=0; (3.62)rp

so that the second iteration is a memory gradient iteration. Finally for

k = m-1, (3.57) is replaced by

(3.63)

so that the (m-l)th iteration is a supermemory gradient iteration of order

m-1.

It is clear from (3.54) that a supermemory gradient method requires

an (m+1) dimensional search. The one adopted by Cragg and Levy is based

on quasilinearization with built-in safeguards to ensure that the function

decreases at every step of the iterative search.

Let the corrections to a, g^,...,8 from arbitrary nominal values
A A

a, g^,...,gm be denoted by

Sc<=(X— Ot j 'bfii- ~ fit (l-'l) - ow), (3.64)

If quasilinearization is applied to (3.57), we obtain the linear algebraic

equations
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XM +£Xpj (3.65a)
yn

+X;=<> (i=zi'- ' (3.65b)L j=1 L j L
A A

66b)

where all partial derivatives are evaluated at (a, £^,...,8^). Next we
imbed (3.65) in the more general equations

vn

+/<-P%=0' 0.66b)
J= I J
mn

i j_j c d
where p denotes a scaling factor and p a direction factor such that

0 < J f = ±1 • (3.67)

Equations (3.66) admit the solutions

(3.68a)

A (1=1, ...jw)j (3.68b)

where 6a, 6g^ (i = l,...,m) are the solution of (3.65). The direction
factor p is determined in such a way that the first variation

yn

OV= V7* AC( Ap- (3.69)
i=i

is negative. From (3.68), (3.69) we obtain

S^sr/^C ^So<+ZI %.£&* ) * (3.70)
t=1 Kt

Therefore 6< o if

m

7/7.
(3.71)

771

( = -si3n(T/fcSol+I% Sft).
(=1 ^
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The partial derivatives appearing in (3.70) are given by

>T ~ Jk)a 1 r,(£ 1

T < k-l) (3.72)
% = +3 (x)ax j
rt —

and

i/L=fT A® S("e<o( si J J (3.73a)

ajta^'A/~x G*-i>yia=-J A(X)AX1 a p t —

(£-c)T (Li)
w.sfix Afx J a x (1,1 =1,;m),

Wj

where A(x) is the Hessian matrix of f computed at

(3.73b)

(3.73c)

(x) a 0(/^) a (a-'j
* =* -oc J +2- A A X

i =i 1 (3.74)

If the matrix A(x) is not explicitly available, the second derivative

cannot be computed with (3.73). In this case, we can use the following

second order difference scheme:

£ [3(B+S.3"') -3(2 -1. f)]T3''k\ (3. 75a)Zqo

(k-'Q (6-L) -T (A))-3&+S;.ax j) 9

1 )] AX^ 'j (3.75b)

T/i 1 fc?Y^' C ik"^) a,~ r (&~D
zs- j ax

~[3^.+ ^jAX )-^(X-5jAX j] AX C3.75c)
2Sj

( ij j =f, • * • » *»)
where

S„ = 6/(5wt3®2 (3.76a)

St*=s/( = M 7£K\
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and where e is a small number.
A A A

To perform the search, nominal values a, must be given;

then we compute 6a, 68^,...,68 with (3.65) and P with (3.71). Next,
we set p = 1 and compute Aa, A8^»...,A8 with (3.68) and a, 8-^,...,8
with (3.64). If

ft } ) (3.77)

the scaling factor y = 1 is acceptable. Otherwise, the previous value

of y must be replaced by some smaller value in the range 0 ^ y < 1

until (3.77) is satisfied. This can be obtained through bisection. At

this point, the search step is completed. The values obtained for
A A

a, 8^,...,6m become the nominal values a, g ,...,6^ for the next step,
and the procedure is repeated until a desired degree of accuracy on

a, 6, ,...,6 is obtained. In the absence of better information, we set1 m

A A A
' * * = ^ (3.78)

initially.

The search can be stopped when a predetermined condition is satisfied,

s uch as

06 ( > ft J ' • • J PY») ^ £| j (3.79)

and

9C ' ' AJ /Or, ^2 X (°J 0 3 • * ' > o) ) (3.80)

where

'X ~ \ + %, + f J (3 - 81)

and where e^, are small positive numbers.
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§(3.5) The Fletcher-Powell Memory Method

The memory gradient method may be regarded as being derived from the

method of steepest descent by the introduction of a memory term. For a

quadratic function the method is identical to the method of Fletcher and

Reeves. This, together with the fact that the method of Fletcher and

Powell is usually more rapidly convergent than that of Fletcher and Reeves,

lead to the conjecture that it might be possible to derive from the method

of Fletcher and Powell, by the introduction of a memory term, a method

equivalent to that of Fletcher and Powell itself when applied to quadratic

objective functions, and which is more rapidly convergent than the memory

gradient method and possibly the method of Fletcher and Powell itself when

applied to non-quadratic objective functions.

The preceding consideration led Wolfe (1974) to propose the following

algorithm for the unconstrained minimization of f, which he called the

general descent algorithm with memory.

Algorithm (3.2)

Given an initial estimate of a minimum x* of f

1. Compute a^°^, Ax^°\ x^^ from

f(X - c/' — 'mrri f( X - c< (3.82)
cx

A v<0) ^j(o)A X = - U p } (3.83)

(1) (0> 0)
X -X-i-AX J (3.84)

where p^°^ is a given vector such that g^°^p^°^ > 0, in which g^°^ =

2. Set k = 1.

3. Compute ct(k) , 8(k), Ax(k), x(k+1) from

r / (k) (&■) , r. (A) (k) (A-1).•f(% — CL P -f- p A-'X. ) = yvusn t(X + ji AX )}
j ft ( 3 • 85 )

AXU)~ ~,(k)^ . M.
- + p AX

(3.86)

C/4-1) (A) (£.)
X -= X 1 AX „ ( A r\ — .
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(k) . (k)T 0^)
where jp is a given vector such that j? p_ " > 0, in which
(k) , (k),g' = g(xv

4. Set k = k+1 and go to 3.

□

It is easy to prove that the previous algorithm has the descent

property, and that

q(k+ UT jk)J 1 - 0 J (3.88)

q'6+1)T (k-1)J A X =0, (3.89)

JA+')T ({,)
J AX . (3.90)

Consider the application of A(3.2) to the quadratic function given by

(1.12). From (3.86), (3.88), (3.89), (3.90), (1.16), (1.17)

ft) , 0M)T M-1)/Uax A AX , (3.91)

(A) , Jk) A C£-1)
|S p A AX ; (3.92)

where

* q(*-)TJAhrf J.A) ^ijTa r A/4,T^ a/',JA^=5 £ /M A ^ J J. (3.93)

Hence by (3.90), (3.91), (3.92), (1.16), (1.17),

(k)_ (A) p(k)T Ar' = ~* ' (3,94)

Since

G4-1)T (A-D (X-/)
Ax A 3 ■=: — c( p aS j (3.95)

(3.94) takes the form

■att) oCf4) tU)T*f'V
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So for f defined by (1.12)

ct)(hr (t)« "if «) r n J AX 1 ,, ,=-K

"^pj- J <3-">
Now, if

Jk) Jb n(.k)P ~~H 3 > (3.98)

(k)
where H is a positive definite symmetric matrix such that

(ia+D (k) CD , ,

H A 3 ~ (3.99)

then from (3.97). (3.90),

(D (J>.) . Ik) (D
AX =-o<H 3 j (3.100)

Hence when applied to a quadratic objective function as defined by (1.12),
(k)

A(3.2) is equivalent to a quasi-Newton method, in which H are

(k)estimates of A . The matrix H can be any matrix from Broyden's

family. One obvious choice is the DFP matrix given by (2.46).

The preceding considerations lead to the Fletcher-Powell .Memory

method (FPM) , which is given by the following algorithm.

Algorithm (3.3)
(o>

Given an initial estimate 25 ' of a minimum x* °f f*

1. Compute g^°^ from

3W=3(^').
2. Set = I, where I is the (n x n) unit matrix.

3. Compute a^°\ Ax^°\ x^ from
(o)

f c-xf0)~ ^ ^ (=> ° ^
i\ - <*Co>foi
^rl) - .
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4. Sst k = 1.

^ p - oo -v o^1) ,5. Compute g , Ag from

f'=3<x(\

(k)
6. Compute H from (2.46)

(k)7. Compute p from

AhV
or - 00 flOO a (k) (k+1) ,8. Compute a ,8 , Ax , x from

Tr J" „(h 64-7) • r. (k) Jk) nfCx — 0( yb AX ) =mwffX -# f> -f- & AX )
£X,yS - /J

42(i) = -/)/)tAxrf',)A
XU+" =/'+A^).

9. Set k = k+1 and go to 5.

□

Two search procedures are required - a one dimensional search for

estimating a initially, and a two dimensional search for estimating

a and 8 thereafter. Let (ot) and ifi(a,8) be defined to be

r, (k) Jk)
(P(&)=T(£ — okp )j (3.101)

xu>- ctpjp (3.102)

In the one dimensional search d> (a) is estimated from
aa

, (3.103)

in which

,«)T.X
(3.104)
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and e is a given small parameter. In the two dimensional search

ib (a,3), \b n(a,&), and iIj (a,3) are estimated from
aa ap pp

r (A) (A) (k~1l 0/ (A-DTfAl
%#*-[3(X -(ol+Sl)f +?** )-Jfe -«f )]f A1} (3.105a)

X*-*t(k+ (P+Sz)^XA~1))/|j(3.
pW. 105b)

105c)

where

J/ = £/{P*)T_t^k)} 2 -> (3.106a)

(3.106b)
// u-VTa~n,

hz = S/(AX AX )

In the one dimensional search the required value of a* of a

satisfies

(p^ ( (X ) = Cj (3.107)

and in the two dimensional search the required values a*, 3* of a,3

satisfy

(3.108a).

\jjp (0( > f^) ~ 0 . (3.108b)
The quasilinearization method of Miele and Cantrell is equivalent to

solving (3.107) and (3.108) by Newton's method with safeguards to prevent

divergence. If a third order iterative procedure for solving (3.107) and

(3.108) is used instead of Newton's method, with appropriate safeguards to

prevent divergence an improvement in computational efficiency is obtained

if the increased computational labour per iteration required to obtain

third order convergence is more than offset by the reduction in computational
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labour due to the smaller number of iterations required for effective

convergence.

Wolfe adopted the third order iterative method for solving systems of

equations described by Bosarge and Falb (1969), who showed that under

certain conditions on F:X -> X where X is a Banach space, the sequence

(k)(x } generated from

L =2 -r(X ) r (X ), (3_109a)

X~ {F(xh) + F! ZJ')] J J (3.109b)

converges cubically to a zero of F. In comparison with Newton's method

only one additional evaluation of F per iteration is required.

Consider the application of (3.109) to the system (3.108). If a,6
•k "k

# — —
are initial estimates of a,6 respectively, then a,3 are computed from

a = a + Aa, 3 = 3 + A3 where

, (3.110)
■Vj Vs Dj SJ3

in which D^, D^, D^, are given by (3.21), (3.24) computed at a,3
and y is determined in the same way as described by Miele and Cantrell

- - fro
(1969). The estimates a,3 correspond to z of (3.109a). Next,

a,3 are computed from a = a + Aa, 3=3+ A3 where

A«=-v(&)sir{(^El+%E2)V3}JW

in which

A —A

and 0 < v < 1 is such that ip < ip. The estimates a,3 corresponds to
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x(k+1) of (3.109b). A similar procedure is used for solving (3.107).

From the numerical evidence presented by Wolfe, we can conclude that

the FPM method is superior to the memory gradient method and can frequently

be superior to the DFP method, both with respect to convergence rate and

computational labour.
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CHAPTER 4

SUPERMEMORY DESCENT METHODS FOR UNCONSTRAINED MINIMIZATION

§(4.1) Introduction

Cragg and Levy (1969) have constructed a generalization of the (MG)

method of Miele and Cantrell (1969) for unconstrained minimization which,

like the (MG) method, is equivalent to the method of Fletcher and Reeves

(1964) when applied to quadratic objective functions and is therefore

quadratically convergent. Wolfe (1974) has shown that the method of

Miele and Cantrell is a special case of a class of methods which he calls

descent methods with memory. Wolfe (1974) has considered in particular,

the method of Fletcher and Powell (1963) with memory which numerical

experience has shown to be much more rapidly convergent, in general, than

the method of Fletcher and Powell without memory.

Having regarded the work of Cragg and Levy (1969), who investigated

the effect of additional memory terms upon the (MG) method, it would seem

natural to enquire what improvement if any is obtained if additional .

memory terms are introduced into the class of quasi-Newton methods with

memory proposed by Wolfe. In this chapter some new results concerning

the effect of introducing additional memory terms into the class of quasi-

Newton methods with memory are described. It will also be shown that the

(MG) method.of Miele and Cantrell, the (SMG) method of Cragg and Levy and

the quasi-Newton methods with memory are all special cases of a general

class of methods which will be called supermemory descent methods.

Numerical experience with members of the class of supermemory descent

methods is reported and compared with the results obtained by Wolfe (1974).

§(4.2) Supermemory Descent Methods

The following algorithm for estimating an unconstrained minimum x*

of f will be called the general supermemory descent algorithm.
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Algorithm (4.1) (General supermemory descent algorithm)

Given an initial estimate of a minimum x* of f.

i r >- (°) . (o) (1) -1. Compute a , Ax , x from

r, <°> ,(°) tS°) . r, f°) ,>) Nf(x -oc ft j = rrusntOC ~o<ft ), (4.1)

where is a given vector such that ^g.^°^ ^ 0»

{<>) £o)
Ax = _oi ft , (4.2)

CD (o) (o)
X = X fAX . (4.3)

2. For k = l,...,m-l (m < n) compute 0.^ (i = l,...,k), Ax^\
(k+1) -

x from

r Ck) a) (J,) '(/.) frk-c] . r, (k) 0i- 'i n
f(x -« p +)_p. AX ;=mftx -<x_P ^ (4t4)

I * h

(k) . (k)T (k)where p is a given vector such that p % ^ 0,

. ^ (A) A4) f (X) tt-t;Ax = -a ft +Z_ ft Ax ^
i=i 1 (4.5)

Jk+]) (A) (A)X = X + AX . (4.6)

3. Set k = m.

4. Compute gP^ (i = 1,. . . ,m) , Ax^\ x^+^ from

(\ (k) Ck) Ok) (L) fc_i) , n (A) M) ™ (i >u
n2C -tf ft +Eft AX )^miyn f(x -c<ft +21 ftAX ) /a 7\—

i=i ' - ' •«-» ' J <4-7)
. (k) . . „ , f (k)T (k) , nwhere p is a given vector such that p g r 0,

(k) (A) (k.) sp (^) (4-t)
AX = -<* ft A X ft, (4.8)

t= J

(£+1) (/£)
X « X -hAX.

5. Set k = k+1 and go to 4.

□
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We shall consider the application of this algorithm to the strictly

convex quadratic function given by (1.12).

By (4.1) - (4.4)

Jk+VT (k)
j r -o (k=o(4.9)

(i+VT £„i)
J AX =o (i-Oj* • • j£j k- (4.10)

By (4.10) and T(1.10), Ax (j = o,...,m-l) are A-conjugate, so that

Ax A AX —Q (4.11)

From (1.16), (1.17), (4.5), (4.11), (4.10),

'k) ik) ^]T/\ axu'l)
8. = U - - tL .. k = 1j . . .3rr\-1), (4.12)

(k)
Substituting into (4.5) from (4.12) for and using (4.11) we obtain

A <*> (tor .(A) A p[k)Tti3{k L) (A-O-Iax =—<x [f ai ). (4. 13)

(k)
If q (k = o m-1) are defined by

. (k) (A) q(A)AX ~-(X > (4=oJ...Jwi,1]J (4.14)

then by (4.13)

rti a; A cxjik'L) (*-'<■> Jk-ii
1 =p +Z •=■ } (4.15)
- - t-( AX^'W*'0

and q^ (k = o,...,m-l) are A-conjugate, so that if x^ ^ x* then

m < n. Suppose that m < n. Then by (4.7), (4.1)

>1)Tk(/) ,,

3 p =0 (4.16)

q(^JT (*-t) , • / .
J AX =0 ( t = o, . . m) . C4.17)
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By (1.16), (1.17), (4.17), Ax^k (i = l,...,m; k > m) are A-conjugate,

so that

(i-i)T (A-))
AX A AX =o (L ) i, j - f, .. ,j yin 'j j> ^ n) . (4.18)

Substituting into (1.16) from (4.8) and using (4.18) we obtain from (4.17)

ik) d) p(k)T/\P'=C' (4.19)

substituting into (4.8) from (4.19) and using (1.16) we obtain

,,, m . (J>)T r (k-i)
(k) (k)r JA) ^ p A J A

AX --oi [f> -/_ A ^ Ax J (^m). (4.20)U1

If <1 (k > m) are defined by

A <k) &) Q(k) ,,AX =_oc (4.21)

then by (4.20)

J*) .(*) v2 p(k)TAjU-L) (k-i) (k-D
^ +Z_ ~ w TIT ,/M # ? (4.22)- " fa

Suppose that for some k m, ,.. • »£_^ ^ are A-conjugate.
This is certainly true when k = m. Then by (4.22), since for j = 1,...,k

hU)T (k-i) U-j) (k)T n(k-3)Pa 3= - « f AT ^

ax AS =c< ? A> 1

we have

(k)T (A-1)
% A% =0 (J=1j. . . (4.23)

(k)
Hence by induction the directions q_ (k > o) generated from (4.22) are

A-conjugate, and A(4.1) is therefore quadratically convergent.
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CX

From (4.16), (4.8), and (4.19),

~l)Ta
kx*~L)Tf\kx{

-1 Hit M +U -

Hence if g^k)T^(k) = 0 then a^ = 0, and Ax^ is a linear combination
of Ax^ ^ (i = l,...,k). Now if (i = o,...,k-l) are A-conjugate

then these vectors span a k-dimensional subspace S of Rn and the

. . . £ c • (°) o • 0s) • A 00unconstrained minimum of f in x + S is x , so since Ax is a

linear combination of Ax^ ^ (i = l,...,k), f(x^+^ ) cannot be less

than f(x ^ ). Hence if, for k, = o, the method breaks down.

If however j»^)T]^(k) ^ 0, then a^ 0 and since for f defined by

(1.12)

(k)
then Af <0 and the descent property of the algorithm is assured.

§(4.3) Supermemory Gradient Methods

In A(4.1) let

bU) q(A) ,L \jf =J (4.25)

corresponding to the supermemory gradient method of Cragg and Levy (1969).

Then by (4.4), (4.7), (4.10), (4.17), (4.25), for k>l,

,WT0<*)
tt)T (k-Q

3 a 5
r r ' <£'D

.
^ (4.26)

A (A-i)T (k-l) (t-iyr (k_i)Ax a 3 = 3 3 (l=0,...jA). (4.27)

So by (4.15), (4.22),

,(A)T U)
(A) J-k) 3 3 <A-1)3 - 3 + ,l ^~TT~7T 3 (A}1) j

y(t-1)T (k-1) L
(4.28)
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and the supermemory gradient method is equivalent to the (FR) method when

applied to f defined by (1.12) as stated, but not proved, by Cragg and

Levy.

§(4.4) Supermamory Quasi-Newton Methods

As explained in §(2.3), Huang (1970) has given a unified treatment of

conjugate gradient and variable metric methods in which a very general class

of update formulae is proposed. The update formulae is given by (2.41).
(k.+l) • . GO

In all these updates H is obtained from H by adding a correction
(k)

term C such that

hm~HU)+C(A). (4.29)

Also

(t+V (k) (k)
14 A 5 = p AX ) (4.30)

and

ri(k) (L)
L A J (l* sOj, ■ • -jk-1) (4.31)

The search directions for all algorithms corresponding to (2.41) are given

by

b(K) I/(^TC,(A) // xf 3 o). (4.32)

Now, if in A(4.1) we define by (4.32) where {H^} is a

sequence of matrices generated from an update formula of Huang's family,

then from (4.4), (4.7), (4.10), (4.17), (4.32), (4.30)

JN'3 ="J =0

and

^~'L^ (&-L) (k-i) n(k-i) . i \
a 5 = <* J H 3 (t=
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so by (4.15) , (4.22)

f>= HlA>T3«>. (4.33)

(k"> Ck')
Hence, A(4.1) with p defined by (4.32); where H is updated to

satisfy relation of the form (4.29), (4.30), (4.31) is equivalent to the

algorithm based on the update (2.41).

In particular Broyden's family given by (2.47), (2.48), (2.46) is a

subclass of Huang's family. Broyden's family consists of all symmetric

updates of Huang's family with p = 1. Because of the symmetry of all

updates generated by this family the search direction given in (4.32) takes

We therefore obtain the class of supermemory quasi-Newton methods given by

the following algorithm.

Algorithm (4.2)

the form

(4.34)

Given an initial of x*.

1. Set H^°^ = I, where I is the (n x n) unit matrix
. (o) , (o) (1) c2. Compute a , Ax , x from

3. Compute from

(c) r,(i) A°)
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4. For k =

compute H(k), a00, gP° (i = Ax00, x(U+1) , g(k+1) , Ag(k)
from

t=t t=i

«) wu'%m f ,*> A x«-yAX = -<* H 3 +2- P; 3
C = 1

CA+1) rX) a)
a =x +AX j

f+1>= 3(xU+1)),
a 3", 5"*" - 3"

5. Set k = m.

6. Compute H(k), a(k) , gP0 (i = Ax(k), x(k+1) , g(k+1), Ag(k)
from

f/Y Hk'\ CU'\
k/i «* u<k)fi ^ f(#uHTY P. axn

«-P, pm - - «' ' ~ '
A ^ S~ ' G£-t)AX = -cx /-/ 5 +2_ ft AX ,

1=1 1 ~~

(*) <£)
X = X +Ax 3

(UD
3 = J(xa+V
A/L 5tt+,J_ 3W.

7. Set k = k+1 and go to 6.

□
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The preceding analysis shows that the supermemory quasi-Newton methods

corresponding to A(4.2) with various values of m and various update

formulae from Broyden's family are quadratically convergent as are the

quasi-Newton methods corresponding to all members of Broyden's family.

As shown by Wolfe (1974) however, the introduction of memory in some

manner allows for the non-quadratic nature of an arbitrary objective

function at points far from the minimum and considerably reduces the

number of iterations required to obtain effective convergence in general.

§(4.5) Supermemory Fletcher-Powell Method

If in (2.41) we set p = = 1, = 0, we obtain the

update used in the method of Davidon (1959) as modified by Fletcher and

Powell (1963). With this update A(4.2), defines for each value m > 1,

a supermemory Fletcher-Powell method. For m = 1, and the (DFP) update,

A(4.2) defines the (FPM) method described by Wolfe (1974), who showed that

it is in general more rapidly convergent than the (DFP) method without

memory, although with the two-dimensional search used, the computational

labour required in some cases more than the offsets the saving obtained by

the increased rapidity of convergence. Clearly if values of m much

larger than 1 are taken, the computational labour required to perform the

(m+l)-dimensional search at each iteration will be excessive. A reasonable

value to take in practice is m = 2. and at each iteration a three-

dimensional search must be performed. The resulting method will be

referred to as the supermemory Fletcher and Powell (SFP) method.

§(4.6) Some Modifications of the Supermemory Gradient Method

The supermemory gradient method (CL) of Cragg and Levy with a given
(k)

value of m may be modified by replacing the parameters 8^ (i = 1 ,...,£;£<m)
in (4.8) by the values given by (4.19) to obtain

I n(k)T (k-i)
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Th e methods obtained still have quadratic convergence but only m-£+l

parameters have to be determined at each iteration. A.s for the (SFP)

method a reasonable value of m in practice is m = 2, and the methods

CL1 and CL2 corresponding to £ = 1 and £ = 2 respectively are obtained.

§(4.7) The Search Technique

The major objection to supermemory descent methods is that the

computational labour required to perform the (m+1)-dimensional search at

each iteration may well offset the saving obtained through the methods

requiring fewer iterations to attain effective convergence. Cragg and

Levy (1969) adapted the very robust quasilinearization method of Meile and

Cantrell (1969) to perform a four-dimensional search. This procedure

although very reliable, is computationally expensive because the second

derivatives required by the method are estimated by using an approximation

which requires two evaluations of the gradient g of the objective function

for each second derivative. Wolfe (1974) has suggested that the third

order procedure for solving systems of nonlinear equations discussed by

Bosarge and Falb (1969) with safeguards to prevent divergence similar to

those employed by Meile and Cantrell be used to reduce the computational

labour. This was found to be more efficient for the (FPM) method than

the original search method of Meile and Cantrell. Wolfe used a first order

approximation for the second derivatives, which makes the search technique

rather sensitive to the step length used in the difference formulae,

although producing a great saving in the number of evaluation of g. As a

result of numerical experiments with supermemory descent methods corres¬

ponding to m = 2, however, it has been found that the original quasilinear-

ization method of Meile and Cantrell as adapted by Cragg and Levy with

first order approximation of the second derivatives is insensitive to the

step length used in the difference formulae. More explicitly, if

- cx -f (S, Aoc.
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thcn the first order approximation in the second derivatives of ip is

given by

td«^ ft .ft )] /So ,

Z? *(%("> ft+^ * ft >)/ &/ >

^ $>ft+ S2) ~ ^ V C< j ft j ft)] /§2 J

"Vft/3^ J P 1+SfJ ft)^ ^^ ft0/ S1 ;

^3 g l®1 5^2 + ^2)- V^ (djPufizjj/Sz f2-2.

whe re

S.«s/CfwV¥,

§! = z/(AXk ])
r . // Ci-2)T <*"2\<$2 — £/(^.2r AX )j

in which e is a given parameter. It would appear from numerical

experience that the first order approximation is increasingly adequate

for use with the quasilinearization technique of Miele and Cantrell as the

number of parameters sought increases. For the three-dimensional search

required in a general step of the supermemory descent methods corresponding

to m = 2 the first order approximation is so satisfactory that the same

value of e could be used for the minimization of all the objective

functions listed in Appendix (3).
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§(4.8) Numerical Results

To illustrate the numerical performance of supermemory quasi-Newton

methods and the modifications of the supermemory gradient method

corresponding to (4.35), the ten objective functions listed in Appendix (3)

were minimized by using the methods SFP, FPM, DFP, CL, CL1, CL2. In each

case convergence was considered to have been attained when f(x) < 10"13.

The three-dimensional search described in §(4.7) was used for SFP, CL, CL1,

and CL2 with £ = 10~12 in each case. The results for FPM and DFP were

taken from Wolfe (1974). All calculations were performed in Fortran IV

with double precision arithmetic on the IBM 360 computer at St. Andrews.

Table 1 shows the results obtained by using SFP, FPM and DFP methods

and Table 2 shows the results obtained by CL, CL1, and CL2 methods. In

both tables, n is the number of iterations required for effective

convergence, n^ is the number of evaluations of f, n^ is the number of
evaluations of g, and N = n + n n , where n is the number of variables

r Cj

in f. Clearly N is an index of the amount of computational labour

required.

§(4.9) Conclusions

From Table 1 we conclude that in 6 cases out of 10 the SFP method is

more efficient than the DFP method, and that in 9 cases out of 10 the SFP

method is more efficient than the FPM method. These results, together with

the fact that the search technique for determining the parameters is

reliable, and is successful with the same value of e for all functions

minimized make the SFP method competitive with quasi-Newton methods without

memo ry.

From Table 2 we conclude that reducing the number of parameters by

using (4.35) leads in general to a poorer performance than is obtained by

using the method of Cragg and Levy.
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The work reported in chapter 4 has been submitted to the Journal of

Optimization Theory and its Applications, in the form of a paper entitled

'Supermemory Descent Methods for Unconstrained Minimization'.
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Let

Let

Then

APPENDIX (1)

DERIVATION OF THE FORMULA FOR

ESTIMATING MINIMA BY CUBIC INTERPOLATION

f(x) = ax3 + bx2 + cx + d.

f (°) = fQ> f' (o) = gQ,

f(xl> = f^ f'(x1) =

d = f., c = g , so that1 o

f (x) = ax3 + bx2 + g x + f .
o o

(1)

Hence

f' (x) = 3ax2 + 2bx + gQ,

f"(x) = 6 ax + 2b.

(2)

(3)

The extrema of f(x) are at the points x*» satisfy

namely

3ax2 + 2bx + = 0,

-b ± (b2 - 3ag ) ^
x? = ^ (i=l,2)

The minimum of f(x) satisfies

3ax + b > o.

Clearly, therefore, the minimum R of f(x) is x*, if a ^ o. Hence

J
R =

-b + (b - 3agQ):
3a (4)
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If a = o,

.
- 8° fsix -

2b • (5)

Then

f"(x) = 2b,

so that if x corresponds to a minimt/rn. -thieTl h>>0.

Let

n (fn " V
Y 3

x = 3(axl2 + bxl + go}» (6)

3 2 Y - gQ - gl = bxx + go, (7)

a2=S2 - gQg1 = xx2(b2 - 3ago). (8)

These results are obtained from

ax + bx 2 + g x + f = f , (9)
1 1 o 1 o 1

2

3ax^ + 2bx1 + gQ = gl*

Then

x^[-b + (b2 - 3agQ)^] = gQ " 8 + a, (11)
3axx2 = gQ + gx - 28. (12)

Hence when a ^ o,

go - 8 + a
x = x

1 go + gl " 23 '
(13)

When a = o, gQ - 8 + a = gQ + g^ - 2g = o, so that the right hand side of
(13) is indeterminate. However, in this case, from (5)

t -x
2b '

Now from (6), (7), (8) with a = o,
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Y - 3(bx1 + gQ)
e - bx ♦ go
a = bx^.

Hence

g1 + a + 6 = g1 + gQ + 2bx1,

and

gx - gQ + 2a = §1 - go + 2bxr

Hence

g + a + 6 "2g
x (i - _i ) = x (__ 2 - -) . (i4)

gl ~ 8o 81 ~ 8o 1

Multiplying (10) by x^ and subtracting from it the multiple of (9) by 2 we
find

axl3 " 8oXl ~ 2fo = S1X " 2fl»

so if a = owe get

(go + = 2(fx - fo).

Hence from (6) and (7)

f i f -
0 1 o 3 , x

Y - 3 — 5 (go + §1)
- Y " gj " 80 - i(s0 + gp * bxx + g£

Hence

-

gQ = 2bx1- (15)

Using (14) and (15),

-2g„ S„
xl( gl - gQ + 2a X1 4bxt 2b
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Hence when a = o, we may compute x from

g-, + a + g
x = x (1 —■■■,■■) . (16)

gl ~ go

Consider again the case for which a ^ o, and x is given by (13).

We shall show that in this case also, x may be completed from (16).

This is easily done by noting that the right hand sides of (16) and (13)

are equal iff

(gl ~ gQ + 2a) (gQ - g + a) = (a - g - gQ) (gQ + gj_ - 2g),

Now

(gl - gQ + 2a) (gQ - g + a) = g1gQ - g^ - g^a - gQ* + gQg + g- 2ag + 2a

and

(a - g - gQ) (gQ + gx - 2g) = gQa + g^a - 2ag + ggQ - ggx + 2g2 - gQ2 - gQ

Hence

(gl " gQ + 2a)(gQ - g + a) - (a - g - gQ)(gQ + ~ 2g)
= 2§C)g1 + 2a2 - 2g = o by (8).

Hence for all values of a, the minimum of f(x), may be computed from

(16).

Suppose now that f(x ) = f , f'(x ) = g where x ^ o. To obtain
o o o o o

the formula for St corresponding to (16) for this case, we introduce the

variable u = u(x), where

u(xq) = o, u(x^) = x^ - Xq,

This is accomplished by setting

u = x - x .

o

Then
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g + a + 6
■'»' • U<-1><1 - g ' - g + 2n)' (17)

where if

u = u(x ), u = u(x )
O O i I

f — f (u + x ) = f (x )
0 o o o

f = f (u + X ) = f (x )
1 1 o 1

= f' (u + X ) = f' (x )
o o o o

g = f' (u. + x ) = f' (x )

and a, 3, y, are defined as before by (6), (7), (8), so that

f - fl
Y = -3 _2_ , 8 = y - gQ - gL, a2 = 32 - g^.

Hence from (17) we obtain

g, + a + 8
t - xo ♦ (»1 - xo)(l - gi - go ♦ 2a'- (l8)

where

n o ° 13
Xn - x " go ~ gl*1 o

a = (B2 -

Alternatively, with 8 defined by

f " fl
g = 3 i + g + o ,p

X- — x so sl'
1 o

g-i + ot - 8
fc = x + (x - x ) (1 - —y-) . (19)o 1 o g - g + 2a
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APPENDIX (2)
T

EE
THE EIGENVALUES OF THE MATRIX B = (I - —)

E E

The characteristic equation is given by
T

n 1 EE
IB - AI| - (1 - A) 11 " ~T "x-1 = 0.'

E E

But

T T
1 EE i E E x

11 - T=x —1 = (1 - r* —> =" t=t (sr Pe^so» (1969)>g g EE Appendix B).

Hence

,n-l
]B - All = -A(l-A)

Thus B has one eigenvalue equal to 0 and (n-1) eigenvalues equal to 1.



APPENDIX (3)

(X) Rosenbrock (19S0)

f= 100(x^ - x^ )% (1 - xi )2'.
xid) - (-1*2, 1.of, x* = (OjO)"7 .

(IT) Wood ["See Pearson (19&9)*!

f = 100(x(a - xa. )*+ ( XA- 1)2 + (x3 - 1)a+ 90(x* - x^ )
+ 10-1 {(xfl - I)"" + (x^ - 1)X}+ 19*8(x^ - 1)(x^ - 1),

xto1= (-3-0, -1.0, -3*0, -Lof, x*= ( 1, 1, 1, 1)*1".

(m) Miele and Cantrell (19^9)

• f = ( exp(x^ ) - xa )\ 100(xx - x3)6+ ftan-1 (x3 - x^ + x*.
x^ (1.0, 2-0, 2-0, 2*0)T, x*= ( 0, 1, 1, 1)T.

(32) Powell (196?)

f = (x^ + 10xa f + 5(x3 - x^ ) + (x9 - 2x3 )*■+ 10(x4 - x^ )*.
x^ = ( 3;0, -1'0, 0*0, 1*0)T, x*= ( 0, 0, 0, 0)"*.

(IZ ) Fletcher and Powell (19&3)

f = 10C^x3 - 10© f + (r - 1)*J + xj ,

where

(vo)
e J X1

+ i K<0).
xW« ( -1*0, 0*0, 0-0)T, x** — ( 1, 0, 0)T.
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• .(.33) Box (1966)

f = ^Ej_(exp( -kx,, /10) - exp( -kx^ /lO))-(exp( -k/10) - exp(
x^= ( 5-0, 0-of, x*= ( 1, 10f.

(Si) Biggs (1971)

10 j—
f =2)[_(exp( -kx^ /10) - 5 exp( -kx^ /10)) - (exp( -k /10)

- 5exp(-k))"]^
x(B,= (1-0, 2»0)~T, X* = ( 1, 10)T.

(M) Biggs (1971)

10 r— X
f - !> I(exp( -kx^ /10) - x exp( -kx^ /10)) - (exp( -k/10)

y^\
- 5 exp( -k))"] ,

x(c)= ( 1-0, 2-0, Lof, x* = ( 1, 1, 5)\

CE) Biggs (1971)

10
f = J_(x^ exp( -kx^ /10) - x^ exp( -kx^ /10)) - (exp( -k/10)
^

- 5 exp(-k))H^.
x(^= (1-0, 2«0, 1«0, 1-or, ( 1, 10, 1, 5)^.

(X) Dixon (1975)

fC(l-xAf + (l.xef+|^-,+1f.
x<0>= ( -2-0,..., —2«0)~r, x*= ( 1,..., 1)T.
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SFP FPM DFP

Function n_
x. nP n N n

X nP n
a N nx nF nG N

I 1 142 161 464 2 55 73 201 20 82 82 246

XL 6 34 108 466 12 124 196 908 44 294 294 1470

HI 4 73 190 CD VM V>J 19 199 333 1531 44 310 310 1550

jy 11 71 248 1063 26 141 284 1277 29 179 179 895

32: 1 65 220 14 106 205 721 21 84 84 336

XL 1 30 53 136 2 42 57 156 10 64 64 192

HH 1 13 31 75 2 17 31 79 6 24 24 72

m 1 19 47 160 9 47 92 323 12 46 46 184

is 10 48 156 672 15 89 169 765 21 105 105 525

X 16 61 205 2111 20 123 224 2363 61 545 545 5995

Table 1.

CL CL1 CL2

Function n n n„ N n n n N n n n N
1 r G X F G X f G

X 1 104 130 364 1 121 146 413 53 148 291 730

JJ 18 44 149 640 70 224 683 2956 47 171 286 ■315

in 6 60 193 832 36 172 428 1884 33 112 211 986 i
'

j
IE 609 803 2909 11636 239 304 1091 4668 73 159 ' j 1411

y 1 31 71 244 18 59 168 563 29 96 182 642

Yx 1 20 40 100 1 40 86 212 39 71 133 337

YJT -j 31 64 159 1 18 40 98 30 68 133 334

Y& 1 24 52 180 12 36 105 351 22 49 93 328

IX 19 61 203 K\[>-CO 54 95 317 1363 84 135 26? 1203

X 26 65 218 2245 a6 107 336 3467 no convergence.

Table 2.
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Appendix (4)

If the objective function is a convex quadratic function, then A(1.2)

with the first step taken along the negative gradient, is capable of

minimizing f(x) within n steps. In this case resetting is not necessary.

In general f(x) is not a quadratic function, so x* cannot be found within

n steps. However, since A(1.2) is a stable algorithm, i.e., it enjoys the

descent property, x* is always approached. In some vicinity S of x*, the

objective function becomes approximately quadratic. Hence, in order to

preserve the superlinear convergence of A(1.2) in this region, A(1.2) should

be restarted by a step along the negative gradient. Thus it is necessary

after each n steps to take the next step along the negative gradient. In

this way we guarantee the superlinear convergence of A(1.2) as soon as we

come close enough to the minimum.




